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a message from CAA
.

Assistance is at
the core of CAA’s
road-safety mission. For tow
drivers, working along busy
roads is dangerous work.
To assist our Members in
need, they put their lives
on the line every day.
Just a few months ago,
a member of our CAA
NEO tow truck contract
group was struck by a car
while providing roadside
assistance to a CAA Member.
More recently, two tow
trucks belonging to a sister
CAA club were struck by
motorists in two separate
instances while serving
their Members.

HOW TO REACH US
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membership@caaneo.on.ca

Frighteningly, a tow
truck driver in one of the
incidents was forced to
leap out of the way to avoid
the car that hit his truck.
Thankfully, neither
the CAA tow truck drivers
nor the Members they
were serving sustained
any injuries. But it could
quite easily have been
otherwise. The sad and
scary reality is that every
year, approximately 100
roadside worker deaths
occur in North America.
Each of these deaths is
senseless and tragic, and
could easily have been
avoided. This is why, for
more than a decade, CAA

@CAANEO

Peter McIntosh
Chair of the Board,
CAA North & East Ontario

facebook.com/CAANEO

caaneo.ca
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SLOW E
DOWN,
MOVE
OVER

MERGENCY ROADSIDE

has been the leading
advocate in Canada to
ensure that slow down,
move over laws are
enacted and enforced.
These laws protect tow
truck drivers (along with
police, ambulance and
fire personnel).
Tow truck drivers,
and all essential service
workers, have the right
to safe working conditions
—it’s the law. Enhancing
and ensuring their safety
is why we partner with
Canada-wide CAA clubs
each year for a national
Slow Down, Move Over
day in May, and the reason
behind our annual Tow
Safety Week in October.
Please remember to
always drive with caution.
The next time you see
a service vehicle at the
roadside, slow down and
move over. Someone’s life
could depend on it.
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Breathtaking
This is Niagara Falls!
We’re as close as it gets...

One night from $99*PP/DB includes a beautifully appointed room, a
Romantic Fallsview Dinner for two high atop the Skylon Tower Revolving Dining
Room, breakfast for two in Coco’s Restaurant at Holiday Inn, a Niagara wine tasting
at Inniskillin Estate, full use of Nordic Spa and more!
• Really Get Close... Two-Night Breakation Package... From $170* PP/DB.
• Ask about our super Niagara Attractions Package.

Call Now!
1-800-263-9393

™CAA Rewards and CAA Connect are trademarks of the
Canadian Automobile Association.
You can earn more CAA Dollars® (up to 1% on all
eligible purchases) on your everyday purchases with a
CAA Rewards® Mastercard®.
Any advice is intended to provide general information only.
CAA does not accept liability for damage or injury resulting
from reliance on the information.

holidayinnniagarafalls.com

or contact CAA at
Niagara Falls, Canada

1-800-992-8143

Rates per person double occupancy. Prices valid Sun - Thurs. Holidays, weekends higher. Free parking. Taxes and fees extra.
All rates in Canadian dollars. Rates higher after May 11th 2020. Child add-ons, whirlpool suites, gift certificates available.
Visit www.holidayinnniagarafalls.com for details.
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For a limited time,
you can still pay
2019 rates!
CAA Health & Dental Insurance
can help your family with all kinds of health
care costs. You have tons of choice to suit
your needs and budget: either select from
pre-packaged plans or build your own plan
by combining different elements. Many
benefits increase over the years. You can
submit claims online for quick and easy
reimbursement, or with the use of your
benefit card.

4 ways to help you prepare for the
unexpected with CAA Health & Dental
Insurance

I

magine you’ve lived your whole life without back pain, when one morning you wake up
and there it is, throbbing along your spine. Suddenly, you may have some chiropractor bills
in your future. What if your toothache turns out to be a cavity that needs to be filled? Boom:
instant unexpected dental bills.
Dealing with unexpected out-of-pocket medical expenses like these is no fun, because while
our government health plans are great, they don’t cover everything. That’s why it’s important
to have a health and dental plan that can help fill those gaps – especially if you don’t have a
health plan through work.
Here are 4 key unexpected health care expenses that a good health and dental plan
can help you cover:
Prescription drugs – Every province has different rules regarding prescription drug coverage,
but people may find that most of the cost of prescription drugs is not covered by their
government health plans.1
Dental care – From routine checkups to emergency dental work and orthodontics, you’re
sure to find a health and dental plan that can provide coverage for your needs.
Vision care – Nearly three quarters of Canadians require vision correction.* Glasses and
contact lenses can be expensive, so it helps to have some coverage.
Registered specialists & therapists – We mentioned earlier that sudden back pain could
require a chiropractor. You may also find that you need help from a psychologist or massage
therapist. Many of our health plans will cover specialists and therapists like these.

Premiums start at just a few
dollars a day.
Just apply by June 30, 2020.
Try our recommendation tool to find a
plan suitable for you!

caahealthinsurance.ca
Call 1-844-538-7457

* OpticalPrism.com, “Eyeglasses Trending: More Canadians are wearing eyeglasses as their primary form of vision correction”,
September 16, 2016.
1
To find out which prescription drugs are covered by OHIP, visit https://www.ontario.ca/page/check-medication-coverage/.
Underwritten by

The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company.
® CAA trademarks owned by, and use is authorized by, the Canadian Automobile Association.
Available to Canadian residents only.
Manulife, Manulife & Stylized M Design, and Stylized M Design are trademarks of The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company and are
used by it, and by its affiliates under license.
© 2020 The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company. All rights reserved. Manulife, P.O. Box 670, Stn Waterloo, Waterloo, ON N2J 4B8.
Accessible formats and communication supports are available upon request. Visit Manulife.ca/accessibility for more information.
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GETTING BUZZ

I could smell the coffee
roasting from a block
away, smoky and rich.
Now that I have an
espresso in front of me,
I have to take a deep
breath to keep myself
from downing it in
one sip.
I’m at Tomoca, an
Italian-style coffee bar in
the European-influenced

Piazza neighbourhood
of Addis Ababa. The
café opened in 1953,
long after the Italian
occupation of Ethiopia
ended in 1941, but still
specializes in espressos
and macchiatos made
from local beans. The
vintage machines
behind the counter
are an unusual sight;

traditional Ethiopian
coffee is brewed in a
jedena, or clay pot.
This place remains a
local favourite, though,
where friends squeeze
around standing tables.
I empty my glass, pass
the sugar to a new
arrival and step into the
sunshine re-energized.
–Kristen Koch

ADDIS
N N4.619,243
COGNAC9.0311°
45.6910°
ABABA
FRANCE
ETHIOPIA
million
38.7512°
E W
0.3287°
LOCATION
LOCATION

POPULATION
POPULATION

DID YOU
DIDKNOW?
YOU KNOW?
Tomoca’s wall
clock
might make
you
Nem
essitatemque
apient
think you’veque
gone
back in
time.
That’s
untotae
cone
nonectur
because Ethiopians
a 12-hour
aliasit reuse
eumet
veliquiclock
rem
that starts days
at sunrise,
not
midnight.
fugias
ernamet
moluptae.
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INSPIRATION

Healthy lifestyle advocate and
CAA partner Sasha Exeter has
earned her online followers with a
positive and proactive approach to
life. She shares her tips for staying
fit—and sane—while travelling with
a tot in tow. –Athena Tsavliris

INNOVATION

Sasha and Maxie Exeter

1. Pack it in

4. A room of one’s own

If I am travelling with my baby and only
taking one suitcase, I use packing cubes to
separate our items. It keeps everything really
organized, so I don’t have to go rummaging
through my suitcase looking for something.

I always try to book a hotel room with two
bedrooms, a separate living room or even a
balcony when travelling with the whole family.
With a baby who still naps and has a relatively
early bedtime, it’s good to have a space to
hang out in while she is sleeping.

2. Ready, steady, go
I work out while I travel just as much as I work
out at home. I book hotels that have a solid
gym—or better yet, a long beachfront where
I can run or train outside. I travel with a skipping
rope and resistance bands in case I need to
improvise and work out in my hotel room.

3. Hour of solitude
Now that [my daughter] Maxie is a little older,
I consider properties with a kids club. She’s
never there for long, but I like to have the
option to drop her off for an hour so I can get
a massage or take a nap.

5. Sitting pretty
I like to look at the aircraft layout before
booking flights. If I book the two seats on
either side of the middle one, there’s a good
chance the two of us will have the whole row
to ourselves. People don’t typically purchase
a single middle seat unless the flight is full.
FIND SASHA

@sashaexeter

CAN’T TRAVEL WITHOUT…

I am on high germ
alert when travelling,
so I could never
leave home without
Aesop Resurrection
Rinse-Free hand
wash. aesop.com
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If I’m headed
somewhere
warm, I’ll bring
Fenty Beauty
Body Lava
luminizers.
sephora.com

Glossier’s Mango
Balm Dotcom,
a hydrating facial
mist, eye masks and
Le Labo’s Santal
33 lotion are in my
carry-on. glossier.com

I’ll never travel
without running
shoes and at
least one sports
bra—the only two
things critical for
a workout.

ELECTRIC
SLIDE
Imagine gliding
through some of the
planet’s most pristine
wilderness in total
silence, thanks to
an emissions-free
electric snowmobile.
Hurtigruten
Svalbard, an
adventure travel
company based in
the remote islands
of Norway’s far
north, has partnered
with Finnish tech
startup Aurora
Powertrains to offer
guided safaris on
e-sleds. Charged
by solar panels
and windmills, the
battery-powered
snowmobiles won’t
disturb wildlife—
so you, the polar
bears, reindeer and
Arctic foxes can
enjoy the northern
lights together.
–Anna-Kaisa Walker

PHOTOGRAPHY [SASHA] JESS BAUMUNG; [PRODUCTS] COURTESY OF RESPECTIVE BUSINESSES; [WORKOUT GEAR] LIGHTFIELDSTUDIOS, [SKEWER] STOCKFOOD, [POPCORN] ETERNALCREATIVE, [PRETZEL]
PJOHNSON1, [RASPBERRY] R.TSUBIN, [CHOCOLATE CHIP] UNALOZMEN, [ALMOND] JON STOKES, [CRAISIN] BARATIBOR, ALL GETTY IMAGES; [BALL] LIFE MORNING/SHUTTERSTOCK. ILLUSTRATION GIORDANO POLONI

Working
It Out

compass
.

TREND

Small Aboard
The next big thing in cruising is actually smaller: ships of fewer than 300 passengers.
Find out what to expect on board. –Diane McDougall-Tierney

1.
No big crowds

2.
Fast friends

3.
Full features in a compact design

4.
Better access

5.
All-inclusive perks

With fewer
passengers, there
are fewer lineups.
Plus, you won’t get
lost or have a long
walk back to your
cabin if you forgot
your hat.

Small ships attract
savvy travellers
who’ve already
cruised on the
biggies, so it’s easier
to truly connect
with like-minded
passengers.

Look for a scaled-down pool, hot tub,
gym, spa, theatre, library and casino.
Windstar and Paul Gauguin ships have
ingenious drop-down marinas with
water toys, while others have surprisingly
deep hulls with windows—so when
you’re at the gym down below, curious
dolphins can watch you work out.

The smaller
the ship, the
more ports available,
so you can visit
less-frequented
spots. You can also
dock in port instead
of tendering.

Most small ships include
everything from drinks to
unique shore excursions.
Celebrity’s new Flora has rigid
Zodiacs to take you exploring,
while Crystal and Seabourn
have mini submarines for
adventures, James Bond–style.

LIFESTYLE

Snack
Pack

Road trips and snacks
are always a winning pair.
Bring these five easy
ideas on a March break
family adventure.
–Beverley Ann D’Cruz

GOURMET
SKEWERS

SALTY
JUMBLE

ENERGY
BALLS

ONE-BITE
DESSERT

TRAIL-MIX
TREAT

grapes
+
cheese

popcorn
+
pretzels

dates
+
walnuts

craisins
+
almonds

Fruit on a stick
makes for easy
one-handed
eating

Use small reusable
containers to
individually portion
loose snacks

Always
pack
something
sweet

raspberries
+
chocolate
chips

Put the chips
inside the
raspberries

Dried fruit is a
better bet than
fresh for the littlest
road-trippers
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ASK AN EXPERT
MILESTONE

2020 marks 50 years since the cities of Fort William and
Port Arthur joined forces to become Thunder Bay. Here’s what to
eat, see and do in each. –Kristen Koch

Fort William

Port Arthur

EAT

Pick up produce and fresh-caught fish
to cook yourself or a pre-made pie at the
Thunder Bay Country Market. Don’t miss the
selection from Thunder Oak Cheese Farm,
the first one in Ontario to make gouda.

Try a tasting menu of locally grown fare
at Tomlin Restaurant. The co-owner is also the
co-founder of Heartbeat Hot Sauce, a TBay
favourite that’s now enjoyed by celebrities on
internet wing-eating talk show Hot Ones.

SEE

Spot the Sleeping Giant from
152 metres up at the Anemki Wajiw
(Mount McKay) lookout in Fort William
First Nation, just south of the city.

More than a dozen works of art dot the
waterfront park at Prince Arthur’s Landing,
from balloon animals sculpted in stone to
three cedar “lanterns” with backlit figures.

SHOP
TALK

CAA auto expert
Michael Schmidt
answers your questions
I had parts replaced
on my 2009 Mazda 3.
The next week, the alarm
started going off at
night, and the dealership
couldn’t find the problem.
I have to disconnect
the battery every night
to keep the alarm
from going off.
What else can I try?
Claire Klimack
A: The timing of the issue is
likely a coincidence. Some
components that could cause
this problem are the driver’s
side door latch (which may
have an alarm circuit), the
hood latch or sensor (which
may incorrectly detect that the
hood is open) and the battery
(as the alarm system could be
detecting a low voltage).

The air conditioning on
my 2013 Volkswagen Jetta
stopped working. My
mechanic said there was
a leak, but couldn’t find it.
What should I do next?
Alice Tsoi

DO

The Thunder Bay Museum, in a former police
station, has dinosaur displays that will take you
back millions of years and shipwreck artifacts
that tell tales of peril on Lake Superior.

8 | CAA MAGAZINE

Browse for glassware, ceramics and more
at shops in the historic Bay and Algoma
neighbourhood, stopping to snack on candies
and cookies imported from Finland.

A: The best way to find AC leaks
is a dye test. Fluorescent dye is
injected into the system, leaks
out along with the refrigerant
and can then be detected with
ultraviolet light. Most repair
facilities can administer this
test, but it may take time for the
dye to appear, depending on
how severe the leak is.

SEND YOUR CAR QUESTIONS TO
caamagazine@contentlabs.ca

PHOTOGRAPHY [CHEESE] ISTOCK.COM/JUANMONINO; [SLEEPING GIANT] ROBIN FRAND/GETTY IMAGES; [OTHERS] COURTESY OF RESPECTIVE BUSINESSES. ILLUSTRATION [SHOP TALK] ARTHUR MOUNT; [BIKES] KATY DOCKRILL

On the Merge

EXPLAINER

Common Knowledge
Bike-sharing services can make getting around town
easy, green and cheap. Stay safe and pedal smart with our
step-by-step guide. –Anna-Kaisa Walker
STEP 2

STEP 1

FIND A STATION
Your bike-share
program’s mobile
app will point you to
the closest station.
Purchase a day pass
at the kiosk to get an
unlock code, or if you’ve
got a membership,
insert your key and
lift the bike out of
the dock.

CHECK YOUR BIKE
Adjust your seat height:
sitting on the bike
with the pedal in the
six-o’clock position,
your knee should be
almost completely
straight. Make sure the
brakes and bell work,
and check that the
tires are inflated. Most
importantly, fasten your
helmet before you ride.

Fairmont Southampton, Bermuda

HERE TO HELP
Bike Assist is part of
your CAA Membership!
Learn more at
caaneo.ca/automotive/
roadside-assistance/
caa-bike-assist.

STEP 3

PLAN YOUR ROUTE
Keep your trip short, as
some programs (like Bike
Share Toronto) limit free
rentals to 30 minutes.
Plan to use roads with bike
lanes, and never ride on
highways or freeways.

STEP 5

DOCK YOUR BIKE
Return your bike
to any designated
docking station where
there’s an available
spot and make sure
it’s properly locked
into place.
STEP 4

OBEY TRAFFIC
RULES
Always ride on the right,
and never on sidewalks.
Signal turns—the
simplest way is to point
in the direction you
want to go with your
arm straight out.

From Whistler to Toronto, Seattle to Bermuda,
make your getaway even more enjoyable by
taking advantage of this exclusive offer, valid
at participating Fairmont hotels.

UP TO

RECEIVE A

25

50 DINING CREDIT

% AND $
OFF

*

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE VISIT FAIRMONT.COM,
CALL 1 877 256 7700 OR CONTACT YOUR CAA TRAVEL
PROFESSIONAL AT 1 800 992 8143.
(PLEASE USE PROMOTION CODE PAAH)

11:08AM
The moment your only
to-do was choosing
between beach and spa.
14428_Accor-FHR-CAA-121919_FA.indd 1

*Offers valid on stays until December 31, 2020, unless otherwise noted. Based
on double occupancy in a Fairmont room and subject to availability at time of
reservation at participating locations. CAA Membership card must be presented
at time of check-in. Gratuities and taxes extra. Some exceptions apply. Minimum
two-night consecutive stay required unless otherwise noted. The $50 dining
credit will be applied in the currency of the host hotel, and will be applied at the
time of checkout against select food and/or beverage charges applied to the
room portfolio. For full terms and conditions, please visit fairmont.com, call
1 877 256 7700 or contact your CAA Travel Professional at 1 800 992 8143.
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Key Tags
Help Kids!
Key tags protect your
keys and support child
amputees, providing
them with artificial
limbs and much more.

Nikan

Order yours
online – free.

1 800 250-3030 • waramps.ca

UTILITY
VEHICLES

These three outside-the-box
uses for cars show that they’re
not just for transportation
anymore –Matthew Guy

PACKAGE DELIVERY
The Amazon Key app can
now connect to either your front
door or the locks on certain
recent-model cars, allowing the
company to leave a package
in your vehicle.

NAP PODS

PORTABLE CLASSROOM
Standard cars are few and far
between, so people have taken to
renting vehicles from car-sharing
services like Turo to learn to
drive manual transmissions.
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ILLUSTRATION L-DOPA

A car-sharing service
in Japan called Orix discovered
some of its customers were
renting cars not to drive,
but to catch forty winks.

Living with joint pain and stiffness can be
unbearable. In Canada, more than ﬁve million
people suffer from osteoarthritis. That is
1 Canadian out of 6*! Are you one of them?
Thanks to Genacol® Pain Relief, there is
no reason to let the pain take over. It will
reduce your joint pain in less than 5 days!

Why it’s so effective?
AminoLock® Collagen helps to reduce
joint pain associated with osteoarthritis.
This exclusive Genacol® ingredient is
supported by three clinical studies.
Natural Soluble Eggshell Membrane
quickly reduces pain and inﬂammation
and improves joint ﬂexibility.
Genacol® Pain Relief is the natural and
lasting solution to reduce joint pain.

Avvailable at:
A

Genacol

¨

A CANADIAN LEADER
IN JOINT HEALTH
SINCE 2000

5OFF

$

On the purchase of one
Genacol Pain Relief 90 caps
VALID UNTIL
MAY 31ST 2020

TO THE CONSUMER: Limit of one original coupon per product. Please be advised that the retailer is in its right to
refuse this coupon. Find out before you go to the checkout. In the case of a retailer’s refusal, contact Genacol at
1.888.240.3002 or by email at info@genacol.ca for a refund. Limit one coupon per product. It is forbidden to sell
and/or to make several copies of the coupon. Rebate applicable only in-store. No coupons received by mail at
Redemco will be reimbursed directly to consumers. VALID UNTIL MAY 31ST 2020.
TO THE RETAILER: Corporation Genacol Canada Inc. will reimburse this coupon for the face value plus the
established handling fee. Failure to send in, upon request, evidence that sufficient stock was purchased to cover
the coupons presented will void coupons. A reduction in any applicable taxes
payable is included in the coupon face value. Valid in Canada only. For
redemption, this coupon must be received by mail before August 31ST 2020 to:
REDEMCO INC., C.P. 128, Longueuil, Quebec, J4K 4X8.

*Source: Arthritis Society. - This product may not be right for you. Always read and follow the label.

painrelief.genacol.ca

72 hours
.

2

1

SEE THE WORLD

Home to more than 200 different nationalities,
Toronto is a melting pot of cultures,
arts and cuisines. A weekend here is like a
whirlwind trip around the globe.

3

by BEVERLEY ANN D’CRUZ

DAY 1

Set up base at the
glam Bisha Hotel,
in the heart of the
Entertainment District
and a skip away from
the CN Tower. Cab
north and west to
breakfast on sunnyside-up eggs over
butter-sautéed dates
and walnuts with
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warm Persian barbary
flatbread at Takht-e
Tavoos before trekking
to the Museum of
Contemporary Art,
housed in the
100-year-old Tower
Automotive building,
once Toronto’s
tallest. Make tracks
back downtown via
antiquarian bookshop
Monkey’s Paw, and

don’t forget to treat
yourself to a random
read from the store’s
Biblio-Mat book
vending machine.
If you’re lucky, the
cherry blossoms in
Trinity Bellwoods
Park will be in full
bloom. End the day
with a tasting menu
crafted from locally
sourced ingredients

at Canis (7), one of the
country’s top tables.
DAY 2

Grab cream-filled
apollini pastries from
Forno Cultura (2) and
head to the north side
of the city and the
Aga Khan Museum,
where the stunning
architecture alone

GREAT VALUE ON VISITS
Planning a weekend
away? CAA Members
can save on hotels,
car rentals, attraction
tickets and more.
Go to caaneo.ca/
savings-rewards
to learn more.

Take the
scenic route
We’ve gathered the best of
spring in Ontario just for you

KawarthasNorthumberland.ca/Spring

72 hours
.

PHOTOGRAPHY [TORONTO MURAL] COURTESY OF BEN JOHNSTON, @BENJOHNSTONDESIGN; [CHINATOWN] © REINHARD SCHMID/ESTOCK PHOTO; [BAR RAVAL] ALEXA FERNANDO;
[CANIS] JASON MCKENZIE; [ALL OTHERS] COURTESY OF RESPECTIVE BUSINESSES. MAP ILLUSTRATION CINDY LUBINIC

THE
ESSENTIALS
WHEN TO GO

4

5

6

7

There’s less tourist
traffic in the spring
than in the summer,
meaning you might
have the sidewalks
of Leslieville and
Kensington Market
to yourself. Weather
can be unpredictable,
though, so pack a
rain jacket to be on
the safe (read: dry)
side as you explore.
WHERE TO STAY

The Residence Inn
Downtown by
Marriott has a
close-to-everything
location in the
Entertainment
District. Plus, CAA
Members can save
five per cent or more
on their stay.
WHAT TO SEE
1. StrangeLove
is reason enough to
visit. Explore their
temporary exhibit on
the second-generation
immigrant experience,
then have lunch at
the on-site restaurant,
Diwan. Let your sweet
tooth lead the way
south to Wong’s Ice
Cream (4), which
offers an Asian twist
in flavours like black
sesame salted duck
egg. Soak in the cool
vibe of Leslieville with
a stop at Arts Market
(6) for terrariums, nail
polish and more made
by local artisans. Sip
one of the 18 cheekily
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named brews (Truth
Serum, anyone?) at
Rorschach Brewing Co.,
then swing west to Pai
for a comforting bowl of
khao soi before a show
at the Mirvish Princess
of Wales Theatre.
DAY 3

Caffeinate at
StrangeLove (1) and
pose with the café’s
highly Instagrammable
Toronto mural. Follow
up with a history
lesson on an Urban
Adventures walking
tour around bustling
Chinatown (3)

and multicultural
Kensington Market.
For lunch, hop over
to PowWow Café,
where Ojibwe chef
Shawn Adler dishes
up “Indian tacos”:
frybread topped with
chili, fish, chicken
shawarma or venison
stew. Still peckish?
Order a wedge of
Basque cheesecake
at Bar Raval (5). Get
lost in the downtown
labyrinth that is the
PATH, certified by
Guinness as the world’s
largest underground
shopping complex,
then tuck into a

2. Forno Cultura

wood-fired steak
and other Latin
American–influenced
dishes at Momofuku
Kojin. Slide into a
sleek banquette at the
“speakeasy-esque”
Cloak Bar for a
nightcap and bid
The Six adieu.

3. Chinatown
4. Wong’s Ice Cream
5. Bar Raval
6. Arts Market
7. Canis

4

5
7

3
2

1

6

Hood Protector

ONE SIZE FITS ONE.

Side Window Deflectors

FloorLiner™

Roll Up Truck Bed Cover

TechLiner®

No-Drill MudFlaps

At WeatherTech® we don’t believe in one size fits all. That’s why we
design and engineer our products specifically for your vehicle, ensuring
a perfect fit and the ultimate in protection. From the interior to the
exterior, nothing protects like WeatherTech®. For the full line of car,
truck, SUV and even home or office products, visit WeatherTech.ca.

888.905.6287 | WeatherTech.ca

STAY SAFE YOU LOVE.
IN THE HOME

Stairlifts are the perfect solution for joint pain in
the knees, back or feet, those with mobility issues,
or anyone who struggles with the stairs.
With an Acorn stairlift you can look forward to:
• A FREE no obligation in-home survey & quote
• Aﬀordability and reliability
• Low running costs
• Purchasing directly from the manufacturer
• Next day installation available

CALL NOW TOLL-FREE

1-844-789-6310

for your FREE Survey & Quote • acornstairlifts.ca

the goods
.

SPRING
FORWARD
Get ready for the season of renewal
with these wellness items
from CAA Rewards Partners and
shopwithcaa.com
1. Thule Pack ’N Pedal

Bike Basket

Make cycling easier
with a lightweight
aluminum and plastic
basket for your gear.
shopwithcaa.com
Member discount
applies
2. The Joyous Cookbook

Canadian blogger and
author Joy McCarthy’s
latest features 100
recipes that focus on
healthy eating.
INDIGO

1

2

5. Organic Detox Tea

Enjoy a mindful moment
with a cup of tea.
Lemongrass and ginger
soothe the senses,
while antioxidants help
reset your system.
DAVIDsTEA

3

Earn 5% in
CAA Dollars
6. Chenille Kanga Hoody

Outside, this cozy
sweatshirt has the
classic beaver logo;
inside, it’s made of
supersoft fabric.
ROOTS

3. thinkkitchen Double-Wall

Water Bottle, 17 oz

Liquids stay cold
for up to 24 hours in
this pretty, BPA-free,
stainless steel water
bottle.
STOKES
Save an extra 5%
4. Fitbit® Versa 2™

Smartwatch

Earn 4% in
CAA Dollars
7. Mixture Streak-Free

Hard Surface Cleaner

Switch to a freshscented all-natural
cleaning product
for your kitchen and
bathroom—and smell
the difference.

4

shopwithcaa.com
Member discount
applies

A great workout partner,
this smartwatch can
track your heart rate,
generate a sleep score
and play music.

Online
In Store

THE SOURCE
Save up to 20%

MEMBERS SAVE MORE
Go to caaneo.ca/rewards to find more
great offers from CAA Rewards Partners
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Earn 5% in
CAA Dollars®

PRESENTED BY

Explore the Rich History
of the Golden Isles
Head to coastal Georgia for more than just the beaches

Fort Frederica

N
Produced by Strategic Content Labs in collaboration with Golden Isles.

NESTLED ON THE GEORGIA COAST—midway between
Savannah, Ga., and Jacksonville, Fla.—are four scenic
barrier islands: St. Simons Island, Sea Island, Jekyll Island
and Little St. Simons Island, and their historic port city,
Brunswick. While visitors flock here for sun and sand,
they’ll also find hidden-away towns, forgotten heroes
and a powerful history. Here’s where to look.

JEKYLL ISLAND
CLUB RESORT AND
HISTORIC DISTRICT
This romantic Victorian
treasure is located on a barrier
island of remarkable beauty
off Georgia’s southeastern
coast. It’s both a National
Historic Landmark and a
premier vacation destination.
The Jekyll Island Club opened
in 1888, quickly establishing
itself as a retreat for families
that represented one-sixth
of the world’s wealth, like the
Vanderbilts, Morgans and
Rockefellers. In 1948, the
island opened to the public
as a state park and is now
home to the Jekyll Island
Club Resort, a member of
Historic Hotels of America.
ST. SIMONS
ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
This museum, located near
the village and pier, is one of
only five surviving lighthouses

in Georgia that still help ships
navigate. While Confederate
forces destroyed the original
lighthouse during the Civil
War, the current lighthouse and
keeper’s dwelling was built in
1872. Visitors can climb to the
top for panoramic views of the
coast, including Jekyll Island.
The keeper’s dwelling houses
a museum with interactive
exhibits and rare artifacts.
PLANTATIONS
AND CHURCHES
The African-American
heritage of the Golden Isles
has played a significant
cultural role in coastal
Georgian communities.
Hofwyl-Broadfield Plantation,
built in 1807, is still standing
after 200 years, and its
dwellings offer a glimpse
into the life of a slave on a
rice plantation. The First
African Baptist Church,
established in 1859, is one

Jekyll Island
Club Resort

of the oldest historic institutions
on St. Simons Island, and
the former African-American
Harrington School now serves
as a venue to interpret the
island’s Gullah-Geechee roots.
FORTS AND MUSEUMS
In 1736, Fort Frederica was
established on St. Simons
Island; in 1742, Spanish and
British forces clashed, and the
Spanish were defeated in the
Battle of Bloody Marsh. Today,
the remnants of Fort Frederica
are protected by the National
Park Service, which offers
ranger-led tours and colonial
life programs. A new World
War II Home Front Museum

has also opened on the
island, bringing to life coastal
Georgia’s contributions during
the war with exhibits where
you can direct fighter-pilot
squadrons or join the crew of
a Liberty ship.
To learn more, visit
goldenisles.com/canada

SPECIAL OFFER
CAA Members get
15% off at the Jekyll Island
Club Resort, Sunday to
Thursday. Visit jekyllclub.com
to discover the property, then
call 1-800-992-8143 to book
with a CAA Travel Planner.

at home

.

PIPE DREAMS
What you
can do to prevent
burst pipes
Drain and disconnect
all your outdoor
water hookups

That includes your
sprinkler system,
outside hoses and any
outdoor appliances,
such as refrigerators
and fountains.
Wrap your pipes with
durable insulation

And not just when cold
weather is approaching!
“It’s still a good idea to
insulate your home’s
pipes year-round to take
some of the load off your
water heater,” says Vesna
Kolakovic, franchise owner
of Mr. Rooter Plumbing
Mississauga/Etobicoke.
Let your taps drip

Here’s how to prevent flooding when heavy rain hits
by STACY LEE KONG

F

LOODING IS ON THE

rise and it’s costing
Canadians—according
to the Insurance Bureau of
Canada, repairing a flooded
basement can run up to
$43,000. All the more reason
to waterproof your home
before the next big storm.
Luckily, simple fixes can
go a long way. “The single
largest issue we see creating
water entry into basements
is inadequate drainage
away from the home,” says
Shea Ratzlaff, who owns
a franchise of Rainbow
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International, a restoration
company that specializes in
water damage. “Most often,
all it takes is placing some
dirt or topsoil along the home
to make sure the water runs
away from the foundation.”
Ratzlaff also recommends
making sure any windows
that are close to the ground
have strong seals and proper
drainage. Ideally, these
windows all have a window
well with crushed rock and
weeping tile, he says. And
come winter, make sure to
shut off and winterize all

exterior water valves and
lines, which can freeze in the
cold weather and leak once
spring arrives.
It’s also worth keeping an
eye out for repairs that will
require professional help. One
way to do that is to take a
“walk around outside the home
in spring and fall,” Ratzlaff
says. You’re looking for any
signs that your home may
be prone to flooding, like a
damaged roof, eavestrough or
downspout; cracks in exterior
walls; or deteriorating seals
on doors and windows.

GET THE RIGHT COVERAGE
Be confident that your
home insurance policy includes
everything you need. Talk
to a CAA Insurance expert,
who can review your policy
and help you understand
what’s covered for flooding
and water damage, and
what may require an addition
to your existing policy.
Call 1-800-582-5013 or go to
caaneo.ca/insurance
for more information.

PHOTOGRAPHY ISTOCK.COM/IMAGE SOURCE

WATER SIGNS

Leave your kitchen or
bathroom taps open a tiny
bit—this will keep a little
water flowing through
your pipes, which helps
prevent them from
bursting if they do freeze.
To minimize wasted water,
only open taps that are
connected to exposed
pipes. And remember, if
your hot- and cold-water
lines both serve a spigot,
open both valves.

CAA Guaranteed Issue
Life Insurance can help
you be prepared

CAA Guaranteed Issue Life
Insurance can help you leave a legacy
for your family which can help them avoid
the impact of major expenses. All without
worrying about your savings. You can
choose a coverage amount up to $25,000,
which could help with or completely cover
certain expenses. Plus, your premiums will
never increase.

4 ways a guaranteed issue life
insurance plan can help you
prepare for the unexpected

T

he future is always a mystery. It’s part of what makes life interesting, but it can also be
pretty difficult.

So why not make a plan to leave a legacy for your family, just in case? Life insurance can
be a big step in that direction, but for some people it can be tough to get accepted for
coverage. The great thing about a guaranteed issue life insurance plan is that your
acceptance is guaranteed, with no medical questions or exams when you apply.
So if the unexpected were to happen to you, here are 4 ways you can leave a legacy by
helping cover your loved ones’ expenses with a guaranteed issue life insurance plan:
Household debt – The average Canadian has $20,967 in non-mortgage debt,1 and for
every dollar Canadians earn, they are $1.77 in debt.2
The cost of a funeral – The average cost of a funeral in Canada is $8,500.3
A university education – After 4 years, the average student has $28,000 in debt.4
The cost of a wedding – The average cost of a wedding in Canada is now $42,400,5
and many cost more.

Get a quote at

caagi.ca
or call 1-844-538-7457
to speak to a Licensed Insurance Advisor.

¹ theglobeandmail.com, ‘Canadians take on even more debt’, March 25, 2017.
2
Global News, “Canada’s household-debt-to-income ratio down slightly in second quarter,” September 13, 2019. https://globalnews.ca/
news/5898193/canadahousehold-debt-income-ratio-q2-2019/.
3
https://business.financialpost.com/personal-finance/retirement/parenting-your-parents-the-cost-of-caring-for-your-elderly-loved-ones,
‘The unexpected costs of caring for your elderly parents’, 2019.
4
theglobeandmail.com, ‘Digging your way out of the cash crunch of university costs’, June 7, 2017.
5
https://www.statista.com/statistics/807306/cost-of-wedding-in-canada/, ‘Canadian Cost of a Wedding’, Statista, 2017.
Underwritten by

The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company.
® CAA trademarks owned by, and use is authorized by, the Canadian Automobile Association.
Available to Canadian residents only.
Manulife, Manulife & Stylized M Design, and Stylized M Design are trademarks of The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company and are
used by it, and by its affiliates under license.
© 2020 The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company. All rights reserved. Manulife, P.O. Box 670, Stn Waterloo, Waterloo, ON N2J 4B8.
Accessible formats and communication supports are available upon request. Visit Manulife.ca/accessibility for more information.

Get a plan
recommendation

CAA Term Life Insurance can
help your family prepare to maintain their
lifestyle, with coverage from $50,000 to
$1 million. CAA Members can save from
15% to 30%. And they have the option of
choosing from various plans.

4 ways life insurance can help you
prepare for the unexpected

S

ometimes when you aren’t prepared for something to happen, it happens.
Sometimes when you are prepared for it, it doesn’t.

So what can you do? Just do your best to be prepared. This is especially important when
it comes to your family’s financial future. You wouldn’t want to take chances with your
family’s ability to maintain their current lifestyle if you were no longer there.
Here are 4 key lifestyle areas where life insurance can help your family if the
unexpected happened:
Mortgage – A life insurance benefit is a tax-free, lump-sum payment, which can be used
any way you want. With the average mortgage balance in Canada being $210,000,1
helping cover it can go a long way to helping your family.
Raising a child – Depending on the ages of your children, you may have daycare
expenses. Plus, kids always need food, clothes, shoes, hockey equipment, gifts… the
list goes on. It’s important to be prepared for these expenses because the average
cost of raising a child to 18 in Canada is $253,946.2
Post-secondary education – The cost above doesn’t even include sending your kids
off to college or university. If your child were to study away from home for just one
year, it would cost $19,500.3
Day-to-day living – There’s an endless amount of goods and services we need or
want to buy, from groceries to a car. Canadians spend an average of $63,723 per
year on goods and services.4
1

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, “Mortgage and Consumer Credit Trends: National Report – Q4 2018”, May 2019.
Moneysense.ca, “The real cost of raising kids”, April 15, 2015.
Maclean’s, “University Rankings 2018: The cost for students who move away from home”, October 19, 2017.
4
Statistics Canada, “Average spending on goods and services and shares of spending of major categories by province, 2017”, 2018.
2
3

Find out how much coverage is
right for you.

caatermlife.ca
or call 1-844-538-7457
to speak to a Licensed Insurance Advisor.

Underwritten by

The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company.
® CAA trademarks owned by, and use is authorized by, the Canadian Automobile Association.
Available to Canadian residents only.
Manulife, Manulife & Stylized M Design, and Stylized M Design are trademarks of The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company and are
used by it, and by its affiliates under license.
© 2020 The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company. All rights reserved. Manulife, P.O. Box 670, Stn Waterloo, Waterloo, ON N2J 4B8.
Accessible formats and communication supports are available upon request. Visit Manulife.ca/accessibility for more information.

test drive

.

THREE FOR A CROWD

SUVs with a third row are a growing branch of an
already-popular segment. We highlight some standouts.
by MATTHEW GUY

SUBARU ASCENT

MAZDA CX-9

FORD EXPEDITION

This is a new entry into the
segment, and it brings the brand’s
legendary all-wheel drive into the
mix. It’s the longest vehicle ever
to be sold in a Subaru showroom,
meaning the third row of seats
isn’t just for children. Ground
clearance measures 22 centimetres,
about a centimetre more than
segment stalwarts like
the Ford Explorer.

This beauty from Hiroshima will
suit those who like a bit of style
with their family vehicle. Designed
with a hint of MX-5 sports car in its
DNA, the CX-9 will be one of the
best-looking rigs in the parking lot.

Occupying a spot in the
“traditional SUV” corner, this big
brute is probably what springs
to mind for most when someone
mentions a three-row SUV. Ford
recently refreshed it with an
emphasis on plushness, treating
passengers to creature comforts
like buttery soft Del Rio
leather seats and wood trim.

Practical touches abound, such
as USB ports in the third row and
handles on the second-row seats,
said to be modelled after those
found on Japan’s bullet trains.

Current model-year refinements
to its suspension and steering
permit the CX-9 to handle
better than any three-row SUV
has the right to. Its interior is
downright gorgeous, especially in
top-rung Signature trim. Modern
infotainment and 250 horsepower
don’t hurt, either.
STARTING PRICE $39,900

The engine is the same as the one
in the F-150, and its turbocharged
technology permits fuel economy
nearing 10 litres per 100 kilometres
during highway driving—impressive
for such a large machine.

STARTING PRICE $36,695

ENGINE 3.6-litre V6; 3.0-litre diesel V6

ENGINE 2.4-litre four-cylinder

POWER 285 hp, 260 lb-ft of torque;

ENGINE 3.5-litre EcoBoost V6

POWER 260 hp, 277 lb-ft of torque

260 hp, 442 lb-ft of torque

POWER 375 hp, 470 lb-ft of torque
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STARTING PRICE $62,500
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ALL-WHEEL-DRIVE SPORT-UTILITY VEHICLES with three rows of seats are fast becoming
the ride of choice for growing families. (Sorry, minivans.) They’re large, spacious and able to
carry the whole brood, so it’s easy to see why they’re so popular. Here are three examples,
all of which carry three rows of passengers, but with very different approaches.

Advertisement

EYE HEALTH
Madeleine wrote to us to tell her story of how
Blue Berry™ has impacted her quality of life and
helped her enjoy her favorite hobby: painting
beautiful landscapes.

Wonderful
to have good eyes
“

M

y name is Madeleine and I live
in Montreal. In my spare time,
I enjoy time in nature, painting beautiful landscapes. In my later years, my
eyes began to weaken. I was very sad
about this, because painting requires
accurate vision.
When I went to my optometrist, he
diagnosed me as having age-related
macular degeneration (AMD), and
told me this unfortunately gets worse
with time.

a man who had maintained his eye
health. In hopes of getting the same
results, I bought a box and started
the same day. Now, I have been taking Blue Berry for almost a year, and
I am very happy with the product. I
am back to painting and my mood has
been lifted.
I am happy I found this product
fr
ectake good care of their eyes.”
macula

I Read About Blue Berry™

- Madeleine F., Qc

color pigments from blueberries
and lutein carotenoids.

“In a magazine I read an ad about a
supplement called Blue Berry, and

GET

Your Blueberry Eye Tablet
TM

Blue Berry is manufactured in Scandinavia using wild Swedish low bush berries.
These berries are not the ones you normally ﬁnd in supermarkets. They are small,
tasty and so colorful inside that they color
your hands blue when you eat them.

Berries and carotenoids are good
for your eyes!
TM

@newnordicnorthamerica
FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL!

@newnordicnorthamerica

Blue Berry has been the no.1 eye supplement in Scandinavia for over a decade.
Based on high concentrations of blueberries and lutein, it provides carotenes to
nourish your eyes and help maintain your
eyesight, even in conditions of AMD and
cataracts.

$

10

OFF!
Promo Code:
BBCA10
newnordic.ca
Limited time
offer! Order with
us and get $10 off
your ﬁrst order of
Blue Berry!
* To redeem the offer, apply promo code at checkout.

Available at participating pharmacies, health food stores and online. For more information, or to purchase, please call 1-877-696-6734 or visit
This product may not be right for you. Always read and follow the label.

ONLINE SHOP

newnordic.ca

AdvocAcy

Cannabis
Food
Guide
EdiblE cannabis products,
such as gummiEs and
chocolatEs, arE now lEgal
in canada. hErE’s what you
nEEd to know about this
nExt phasE of lEgalization.

What types of edibles are legal?

What types of edibles aren’t allowed?

Where and how are edibles sold?

Cannabis edibles containing meat, poultry and fish or items
requiring refrigeration are prohibited. This is because dried
products pose a lower food-safety risk than raw products.
Cannabis-infused alcohol and cannabis products that also
contain tobacco, nicotine or caffeine are prohibited as well,
but up to 30 milligrams of naturally occurring caffeine (such as
in chocolate) is allowed. Health Canada hasn’t yet stipulated
if there are certain colours, shapes or flavours that will be
prohibited, as products are approved on a case-by-case basis.

As with dried cannabis, the sale of edible products is
regulated by each province. Quebec is the only province
that has not approved the sale of edible products (aside
from edible oils and butters), citing a public-health
concern over the appeal of such products to children.
Otherwise, each province or territory governs its own
sales of cannabis. Depending on the province, cannabis
may be sold at government-run or -licensed stores,
and online through government-run or -approved sites.
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While brightly coloured candies and bear-shaped gummies
have been popular on the black market, consumers of legal
edibles can expect a less vibrant array of goods. According
to Tammy Jarbeau, senior media relations advisor at Health
Canada, the Cannabis Regulations Act sets strict requirements
on the classes of cannabis that can be sold. For example,
cannabis edibles that mimic familiar food items, that are
packaged like candy or that would otherwise be appealing to
children are prohibited. Expect items like mints, chocolates
and gummies in plain forms such as half-spheres and squares.

How and where are
these products made?
Edibles are made by licensed producers
that have sought out an additional
processing licence to manufacture,
package and label edible cannabis
products. If the production facility
making cannabis edibles also makes
conventional food products, the cannabis
products have to be made in a separate
building. This is to prevent crosscontamination between ingredients
and products, and decrease the risk of
product mix-ups and mislabelling.

What food-safety protocols
and regulations are in place?
Facilities manufacturing cannabis edibles
need to follow food-safety regulations
and sanitation guides set out by the
Cannabis Act and enforced by Health
Canada. For example, facilities need to
have adequate ventilation systems
to prevent the escape of odours and
cleaning protocols for equipment used to
transport cannabis and cannabis edibles.

How do producers ensure
the potency of edibles
is consistent?
Producers typically make their products
by infusing a food item with a specific
amount of cannabinoid oil that’s been
tested to measure the amount of THC
(the component of cannabis that causes
psychoactive effects) or CBD (the
component that offers a “body high”
and potential pain relief). This allows
manufacturers to have precise control
over the amount of THC and CBD going
into each item. Once the products are
made, batches usually go through
another round of testing to ensure
that they contain the potency stated
on the package.

Learn more
Visit caa.ca/cannabisimpaireddriving
for more information

as a consumer,
how can i decode the
potency of edibles?
If you’re new to edibles, it’s important
to know that your body’s reaction to
them is much different than its reaction
to smoking. Health Canada recommends
novice consumers “start low and go
slow.” Producers will not be required
to list recommended dosages, but
edibles can contain up to a maximum
of 10 milligrams of THC per individually
packaged item and 1,000 milligrams of
THC per container. Beginners should
look for dosages of 2.5 milligrams of
THC or less to start and an equal or
higher amount of CBD.

EdiblEs and
driving? THaT’s
a Hard no.
Road-safety experts are
warning Canadians not to
get behind the wheel after
consuming edible cannabis
While edibles may be legal, they’re
not something that can be mixed with
driving, road-safety experts warn.
Unlike smoked or vaped marijuana,
edible cannabis can take hours for
your body to metabolize. As a result,
there’s a danger that people will
get behind the wheel thinking they’re
fine, only to be hit mid-drive by an
overwhelming high, says Teresa
Di Felice, the assistant vice-president
of government and community relations
with CAA South Central Ontario.
“We’re not here to judge what you
consume; cannabis is a legal product
now,” she says. “What we’re saying
is, don’t get behind the wheel after
you’ve consumed cannabis, or
any other substance that affects
your ability to drive.”

“

It can take between 30 minutes and two
hours for the edibles to kick in, up to
four hours to feel the full effects, and up
to 12 hours for the effects to wear off.
Because of this, overconsuming edibles
is much easier to do than smoking too
much and can have greater negative
effects on your body, sometimes making
you feel like you’re having a panic
attack—all the more reason to go low
and slow if it’s something you’re trying
for the first time.

don’t get behind the
wheel after you’ve
consumed cannabis,
or any other substance
that affects your
ability to drive

”

A growing body of research is showing
that cannabis can dramatically
impair your ability to drive, impacting
your coordination, slowing your
reaction time and affecting your
capacity to judge distance.
Many Canadians, though, aren’t aware
of those dangers. A recent study
commissioned by CAA found that
approximately 1.2 million Ontario
drivers have gotten behind the wheel
while high. The same study found that
12 per cent of Ontario drivers who
are non-cannabis users say they are
very or somewhat likely to try edible
cannabis after it becomes legal.
“Now you have people who have
never tried edibles and are going to be
using them for the first time,”
Di Felice says. “We’re trying to get
the word out that it’s a very different
high than what you might expect,
so plan a safe ride home.”

SpRING 2020
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Afford to Retire
in Elliot Lake
With one of the most affordable and attractive
retirement lifestyles in Ontario, Elliot Lake offers
breathtaking scenery, sunlit beaches, golf, hiking,
canoeing and an abundance of arts and cultural
pursuits. All of this in a safe, clean, friendly
community where you have plenty of
choices when it comes to where
you want to live.

COMPARE AND SAVE
1 Bedroom Apartments from $545/month
2 Bedroom Apartments from $615/month
3 Bedroom Townhomes from $800/month
2 Bedroom Homes from $885/month
3 Bedroom Homes from $985/month

Book Your Discovery Tour
One Free Night
at the Hampton Inn Elliot Lake and enjoy
a tour of the city and our properties.
(Second night $50.00 + taxes)

1.800.461.4663
retireelliotlake.com
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COLOUR OF THE YEAR

SOMETHING BLUE
MEET THE 2020 DULUX COLOUR OF THE YEAR—AND
FIND OUT HOW TO USE IT IN YOUR HOME
by ATHENA TSAVLIRIS

SPRING 2020
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COLOUR OF THE YEAR
FINE FEATURE

Consider it
on an accent wall
for a dash of
high drama

Blue
is often
voted the
world’s
favourite
colour,

likely because we associate it
with sky and sea, and because it
makes us feel calm and restored.
Colour therapy is not new
—even the ancient Egyptians
believed in the healing
properties of different hues
—and blue is a popular antidote
to our fast-paced digital era.
That’s why paint brand Dulux
has selected Chinese Porcelain
as its 2020 colour of the year.
It’s a strain of blue that
embodies both verve and calm.
“Chinese Porcelain is a
rich and traditional hue that
combines the energy and
brightness of cobalt blue with a
muted, dark navy tone, emitting
a feeling of restfulness and
hope,” says Mitsu Dhawan,
brand manager at Dulux Paints.
This is a colour that reflects
the spirit of our time, Dhawan
adds. “We’re future-gazing,
yet focused on sustainability;
entrenched in technology, yet
yearning for stability and a
sense of richness.”
Beyond its emotional appeal,
Chinese Porcelain has aesthetic
versatility, and works as a
natural complement to wood
tones, metallics and the everjubilant orange. This is a hue
that’s easily integrated into a
home, Dhawan says, whether
your style skews traditional
or ultra modern. Get inspired
by these tips on folding the
colour into your decor.
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TANGERINE DREAM
Blues and oranges are a winning combination: they always get along.
Consider a throw pillow the colour of persimmon or a rug with threads of
zingy citrus in a room painted Chinese Porcelain. For smaller accents,
an orange ceramic vase or an orange-jacketed coffee-table book will do.

LIGHTS FANTASTIC

TAKE A SHINE

SPICE IT UP

Pair it with crisp white linens
in the bedroom, as above,
or set it off with soft ivory
towels in the bathroom.

Mix this decadent blue with
the brightness and sheen
of in-vogue metallics, whether
headboard sized or smaller.

Orange not your colour?
Use this blue with lush drapes
or velvet pillows in warm saffron
and turmeric tones instead.

BRASS ACT
Everyone loves a decadent powder room, and Chinese Porcelain packs a punch
in small spaces. Pops of brass, either in faucets or light sconces, bring opulence.
Maximalists might consider a gilt-framed mirror for ultimate drama.

TEAK

PHOTOGRAPHY [BEDROOM] FÜLHAUS INC., DESIGNERS OF THE SPACES FOR MAISONS & CO.; [LINENS] ANOTHER_WORLD/SHUTTERSTOCK; [DISH] JU PHOTOGRAPHER/GETTY IMAGES;
[PILLOW] HEMERA TECHNOLOGIES/GETTY IMAGES; [BATHROOM] ALI HARPER/STOCKSY UNITED; [TEAK] COURTESY OF DULUX

FOR TWO
Natural materials such
as wood and rattan have
gained popularity for their
warmth and nostalgic
qualities. For the first time,
Dulux Paints has announced
a stain colour of the year
for 2020: Teak, a warm,
semi-transparent medium
brown that offers a perfect
complement to Chinese
Porcelain. “It has a 1970s
retro vibe with a richness
that fits today’s world and a
raw, organic feel that brings
out the best of that inky
cobalt blue,” Dhawan says.
Stain a deck in Teak, then
add Chinese Porcelain solidstained chairs for the ideal
spot to relax. Complete the
scheme with exterior walls
painted in a sandy colour
that plays up the warm
undertones of Teak.

DOWN TO EARTH

Create a warm, natural
feeling by combining
it with wooden or
woven accents.

FEELING THIS BLUE?
Bring it home! CAA Members
can save on paint, stain, tools and
applicators from Dulux Paints.
See page 52 for details.

COLOUR

CONFIDENCE

Whether your style
skews traditional or
eclectic, these three
colour combinations
will bring out the
richness of this
deep blue

1.

Blue and white was used on Chinese
pottery in the ninth century and
continues to be a popular choice among
contemporary ceramicists. Why not
pair Chinese Porcelain with bright, crisp
Moonlit Snow on crown mouldings and
trim to pay homage to its heritage?

2.

Lovers of high-wattage
colour may want to set
off this inky blue with a
shade of chartreuse.
Paint a sideboard in
Grass Daisy to put in a
Chinese Porcelain room.

3.

Teal tones look beautiful with
blue; together, they conjure the
many shades of the sea. Consider
Teal Bayou with Chinese
Porcelain for an effect that’s
as dramatic and unpredictable
as a coastal view.
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CAA Travel is…

There for you

around the world!

CAA Travel does far more than just book
trips. Our certified CAA Travel Experts are
there for you – before, during and even
after your trip. Whether you’re cruising the
French Riviera, sightseeing in London, or
on a Roman holiday… CAA Travel is your
gateway to Europe – and beyond!

This is a special advertorial supplement
from CAA North & East Ontario

TRAVEL

DISCOVER

Europe
The journey of a thousand miles begins with a
single step – to your local CAA Travel store. It’s your
one-stop shop for vacation planning. Get expert
advice on where to stay, play and eat; and how to
save time and money. Whether it’s your ﬁrst time
across the pond, or ﬁrst time this year – CAA Travel
is there for you!

GET IN TOUCH WITH A TRAVEL EXPERT AT CAA!
Ottawa South

Ottawa East

North Bay

Thunder Bay

Travel Services

2446 Bank Street
613-736-9696

2026 Tenth Line Road
613-841-6441

955 McKeown Avenue
705-474-8230

585 Memorial Avenue
807-345-1261

Call Centre
1-800-267-8713

Ottawa West

Ottawa Centre

Sudbury

Parry Sound

Group Travel

5703 Hazeldean Road
613-836-7422

1331 Clyde Avenue
613-729-0707

2040 Algonquin Road
705-522-0000

1 Pine Drive
705-746-9305

Call Centre
1-855-402-4636

Befor e You Go!
HEADED ABROAD?
DON’T FORGET THESE
TRAVEL ESSENTIALS:
PASSPORT PHOTOS – Need to
update yours? Visit your nearest
CAA Travel store, where CAA Classic
Members SAVE 50%, printed
photos are FREE for CAA Plus® and
Premier® Members!1

• See Mor e,
Do Mor e

From the sun-baked plains of Spain
to the snow-capped peaks of the
Swiss Alps, Europe’s breathtaking
landscapes offer something for
everyone. Sophisticated cities,
ancient palaces, and fairytale
architecture are mesmerizing to
behold. Explore it all on a packaged
tour. Or fit in even more fantastic
sightseeing on a river cruise.

• Planes, Trains

& Automobiles

No matter how you choose to
explore the world, let CAA Travel
be your guide. You’ll get exclusive
access to Member-only benefits and
perks from some of the biggest and
best-known travel brands in Europe,
like Enterprise, Rail Europe and
Best Western.

 International
Driving Permit

Planning to rent a car and venture
out into the world on your own?
Don’t forget to stop by your nearest
CAA Travel store for an International
Driving Permit (IDP) before you
go. Recognized as a valid form
of identification in more than 150
countries worldwide, an IDP is highly
recommended when visiting most
countries, and many require it in
order to drive legally.

• Goin’ Solo

Got a yen to travel, but no one to
go with? Fear not, the Solo Traveller
Club is here. CAA’s group of likeminded travel enthusiasts are taking
on the world – together. Join them!
Finding travel companions has never
been easier. Go to: caaneo.ca/solo.

CAA MEMBERS SAVE WITH OUR TRUSTED TRAVEL PARTNERS:

Save up to 15% on standard rates*

Members get exclusive beneﬁts*

CAA TRAVEL INSURANCE – Pro
tip: Book your vacation and travel
insurance at the same time. Plus,
CAA Members always SAVE 10%
on CAA Travel Insurance.2
INTERNATIONAL DRIVING PERMIT –
Did you know that CAA is the only
retailer authorized to issue IDPs in
Canada? Any non-CAA issued IDP
is fake and will not cover you in a
foreign country.
LUGGAGE & TRAVEL ACCESSORIES –
From traveller-savvy luggage to
RFID wallets, CAA Travel stores have
everything you need to make travel a
breeze. Be sure to visit your nearest
location to stock up on all your travel
necessities and to SAVE 15%.3
*Terms and conditions apply. Partners and
offers are subject to change without notice. Visit
caaneo.ca/rewards for more details. 1Terms and
conditions apply. Offer includes one free printed set of
photos per year for Plus® and Premier ® Memberships
in good standing. Offer is subject to change without
notice. 2CAA Travel Insurance is underwritten by Orion
Travel Insurance Company, a CAA Company. Certain
exclusions, limitations and restrictions apply. Subject to
change without notice. A Medical Questionnaire may be
required to purchase travel insurance. Quotes are valid
for 30 days. Applies to CAA Members in good standing
(CAA Membership dues paid in full by Membership
expiry date). Ten percent (10%) savings applies to the
total premium excluding applicable taxes. Minimum
premium applies. Subject to change without notice.
Excludes Visitors to Canada Insurance. 3Terms and
conditions apply. All items are subject to availability.
All prices are subject to change without notice. Fifteen
percent (15%) savings applies to CAA Members in
good standing on luggage and travel accessories. Visit
caaneo.ca/merchandise for more details.

8-DAY JOURNEY TO IRELAND

FROM $2450*

ENCHANTING
EMERALD ISLE
We

Trafalgar

A small island that punches far above its weight on the world stage,
Ireland’s breathtaking landscapes and welcoming locals keep visitors
coming back for more. See, do and learn more about this fascinating
destination on a Trafalgar journey! With trip styles available for
everyone, from explorers to family travellers, Trafalgar offers the freedom
to discover and the confidence to explore.

IRISH CHARM
A small country with a personality as robust as its famous stout, Ireland
is unmistakably the jewel in Europe’s crown. No wonder, it’s known as
the Emerald Isle. From the raw beauty of the Wild Atlantic Way to the
charismatic capitals of Dublin and Belfast, Trafalgar promises a tour of
Ireland filled with heartwarming moments and rich cultural experiences.
WHEN TO VISIT: Spring and fall are the best seasons to go to Ireland.
The weather is slightly cool, but you’ll avoid the peak tourist season.

HOW TO BOOK YOUR NEXT TRIP:

Visit your CAA Travel store
Call 1-800-267-8713
Visit caaneo.ca

*Terms and conditions apply. Price is per person, based on double occupancy. Price includes taxes and is based on April
19, 2020 departure date on the Emerald Isle itinerary. Airfare not included. Price shown is accurate at time of publishing.
Pricing and availability are subject to change without notice. Visit caaneo.ca/travelterms for more details. ‡Terms and
conditions apply. Partners and offers are subject to change without notice. Visit caaneo.ca for more details.

Exclusive CAA Beneﬁts:
CAA Member eyes are smiling
when they see these savings!
Receive $80 per person optional
excursion credit on CAA Vacations®
itineraries.‡

TOP 4 TRAVEL
EXPERIENCES IN IRELAND
Ireland has no shortage of cultural and
historical attractions. Here are four of
the best:
1. GUINNESS STOREHOUSE: Let a

Guinness Beer Specialist reveal
the history of “the black stuff,” its
importance to the Irish people and its
cultural significance while on a tour of
the famous Guinness Storehouse.

2. WILD ATLANTIC WAY: Explore jaw-

dropping vistas on a coastal drive. Join
a local foodie as they take you foraging
for local delicacies along the way,
before returning to a restaurant to cook
up a hearty meal using your treasured
finds.

3. ASHFORD CASTLE: Wander the

grand turrets and manicured gardens
of this historic castle. Set in idyllic
surroundings that seem straight from a
movie set, the Ashford Castle – and all
of its rich history – is not to be missed.

4. DISCOVER DUBLIN: From the banks
of the Grand Canal to the aristocratic
residences of Merrion Square, take a
journey through hidden gems and local
haunts in Ireland’s capital city.

INSIGHT
INTO ITALY
We

Insight Vacations

Food, fashion and fun – three things that la dolce vita is all about. Take a
bite out of the good life that Italy has to offer on an Insight Vacations
tour. You’ll get access to authentic experiences that are unavailable to
independent travellers with this premium travel company. Plus, enjoy
luxurious accommodations, a little closer to the heart of the action.

FEAST FOR THE SENSES
Soak up Italy’s striking scenery, delicious cuisine and wines, rich history
and priceless art. You’ll soon see why it’s one of Europe’s most visited,
and revisited, countries. Only with Insight Vacations will you visit Rome
with a local expert, explore the home of Machiavelli with a guide, see the
Accademia Museum with a local art historian, and get VIP access into the
Vatican Museums.

CAA Travel Tips
Loretta Lavoie | CAA Travel Expert
CAA Sudbury | 705.522.0000
llavoie@caaneo.on.ca

“It’s Italy – you already know you’ll be doing plenty of eating! Make sure you know what
course you’re on: a full meal starts with antipasto, followed by a primo (pasta or risotto),
secondo (usually fish or meat), contorno (a side dish), and last but not least, a dolce
(dessert). You’re not expected to eat it all – unless, of course, you want to.”
HOW TO BOOK YOUR NEXT TRIP:

Visit your CAA Travel store
Call 1-800-267-8713
Visit caaneo.ca
*Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers are subject to change without notice. Visit caaneo.ca for more details.

Exclusive CAA Beneﬁts
Indulge in Italy – and save! CAA
Members receive $80 per person
optional excursion credit on all
Easy Pace and Country Roads
itineraries.*

THREE EXCLUSIVE
INSIGHT EXPERIENCES
These unbeatable travel experiences are
only available with Insight Vacations!
1. TUSCANY: Take a guided tour through
the house of Italian Renaissance
diplomat and writer, Niccolo
Machiavelli. Taste wines made from
the vineyards surrounding his home,
accompanied by delicious samples of
local Tuscan fare.
2. VATICAN CITY: See the Sistine Chapel
and the stunning Museo Gregoriano
Profano – as a VIP! Experience an
exclusive dinner at the Vatican’s Cortile
del Giardino Quadrato, with views of
the cupola of St. Peter’s.
3. VENETO: Taste crisp and aromatic
prosecco with the expert vignerons at
a local winery and learn the secret to
making the perfect bellini.

10-DAY JOURNEY TO PORTUGAL

FROM $2199*

PARADISE IN PORTUGAL
We

Member Choice Vacations

Golden beaches, eclectic cities, cobblestone streets, and charming
castles. Portugal is nothing short of paradise. Let Member Choice
Vacations take you there, with its signature brand of expertise, ﬂexibility
and peace of mind. It’s the tour operator that is there for you, every step
of the way.

Exclusive CAA Beneﬁts
Save more with CAA Travel and
Member Choice Vacations! CAA
Members save $100 per person,
receive up to $75 per person
excursion credit on CAA Vacations®
itineraries, and receive round trip
home-to-airport sedan service on
all air-inclusive bookings.‡

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
A gem of the Iberian Peninsula, sun-soaked beaches meet breathtaking
hillside towns along Portugal’s Atlantic coast. In the cities, ancient
structures rise up shoulder-to-shoulder with modern living. Enjoy
mouthwatering food paired with delicious local wines. Moorish artistic
influences complement medieval architecture, and friendly locals greet
visitors.
WHEN TO VISIT: The best time to visit Portugal is in the spring or fall.
The weather will still be warm, and you’ll save on travel expenses as it’s
not tourist season.

HOW TO BOOK YOUR NEXT TRIP:

Visit your CAA Travel store
Call 1-800-267-8713
Visit caaneo.ca

C

*Terms and conditions apply. Price is per person, based on double occupancy. Price includes taxes and is based on
December 1, 2020 departure date on the Sunny Portugal itinerary. Airfare not included. Price shown is accurate at time of
publishing. Pricing and availability are subject to change without notice. Visit caaneo.ca/travelterms for more details.
‡
Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers are subject to change without notice. Visit caaneo.ca for more details.

TOP THREE PORTUGAL
PICKS
Don’t miss the best of Portugal with
these three experiences.
1. FADO PERFORMANCE: Traced back

to the 1820s, this popular style of
Portuguese music has a dramatic
sound with melancholic melodies
and lyrics.

2. ALENTEJO WINE REGION: The Alentejo
region is a land reminiscent of Tuscany,
with its vast landscape dotted with
vineyards, cork oaks and olive trees.
Check out over 250 wine producers
here who create aromatic, fresh whites
and smooth, ruby reds.
3. SÃO MIGUEL ISLAND: Known as “The

Green Island,” this is the largest in
the archipelago. Dazzling lakes, sandy
beaches and dramatic mountains
provide a stunning backdrop for tea
plantations and pineapple groves.

GLORIOUS GREECE
We

Celebrity Cruises

The treasures of the ancient world are set amidst the sapphire and
turquoise of the Ionian and Adriatic Seas. Greece is replete with
wonders to marvel at – see them with Celebrity Cruises! You’ll enjoy
extraordinary destinations, culinary excellence, attentive service, and
luxurious accommodations.

MAKE HEADWAY TO THE HELLENIC REPUBLIC
With so much to see in the cradle of Western civilization, a seafaring
adventure with Celebrity Cruises is the perfect way to see and do it all.
Explore some of the most storied sites of the ancient world in Athens,
before enjoying some of the country’s more popular islands: Chania,
Mykonos, Santorini and Rhodes.

Exclusive CAA Beneﬁts
Get more with your CAA
Membership! CAA Members get
up to $75 USD per stateroom
onboard spending credit, and an
exclusive CAA Galley Tour.*

THE TRAVEL BUCKET-LIST
FOR GREECE:
These Greek gems are not to be missed!
1. AMOUDI BAY: It’s one of Santorini’s
hidden gems, a tiny port where tourists
and locals intermingle for romantic
evening walks along the bay’s rocky
shores.
2. KAMARI BEACH: Kamari Beach is

CAA Travel Tips
Rhonda Struthers | CAA Travel Expert
CAA Stittsville | 613.836.7422
rstruthers@caaneo.on.ca

“Embrace Greek time. It’s well-established that the further south you go in Europe, the
more relaxed the notion of time becomes. Buses may not run like clockwork and slow
service in restaurants and stores is not uncommon. Consider it an exercise in patience,
and just go with it.”

HOW TO BOOK YOUR NEXT CRUISE:

Visit your CAA Travel store
Call 1-800-267-8713
Visit caaneo.ca
*Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers are subject to change without notice. Visit caaneo.ca for more details.

unique for its black sand and is home
to a famous beach resort. It is also
surrounded conveniently by bars,
nightclubs, and cafes.

3. VENETSANOS WINERY: One of the

most unique wineries you’ll ever visit,
Venetsanos Winery was literally carved
into the cliffs just above the port of
Athinios.

4. THE WINDMILLS: Settlers constructed
the windmills in the 16th century to mill
wheat. Today, the windmills overlook
the harbour, welcoming you to magical
Mykonos.

21-DAY CRUISE TO NORWAY

FROM $5959*

NATURALLY NORWAY
We

Holland America Line

Rugged landscapes and jaw-dropping coastal fjords make Norway
undoubtedly among the most beautiful countries in the world. Explore it
in style aboard a perfectly sized Holland America Line ship. Immerse
yourself in the stunning views and Viking history… in much more comfort
than any longship could offer.

Exclusive CAA Beneﬁts
Raise your glass to exclusive offers!
CAA Members get a $50 USD
beverage card per person and
specialty dining package for the
first two guests in a stateroom.‡

GO FURTHER WITH HAL
VAST AND VIBRANT
Norway is a vibrant mix of modern architecture and world-class museums
that exist alongside 10th century Viking history, with indigenous Sami
culture woven throughout. Don’t miss Oslo, the capital city famed for its
100km fjord and surrounded by rolling hills, vast parks and lush forests.
WHEN TO VISIT: Norway is perfect for travel year-round! With the
beauty of the fjords in the summer and the northern lights in winter,
there’s something for everyone.

HOW TO BOOK YOUR NEXT CRUISE:

Visit your CAA Travel store
Call 1-800-267-8713
Visit caaneo.ca

*Terms and conditions apply. Price is per person, based on double occupancy in an interior stateroom on Holland America
Line’s Nieuw Statendam 21-Day Norwegian Fjords & Baltic Jewels itinerary. Price includes taxes, fees, and port expenses.
Price is based on August 23, 2020 departure date. Airfare not included. Price shown is accurate at time of publishing. Pricing
and availability are subject to change without notice. Visit caaneo.ca/travelterms for more details.‡Terms and conditions
apply. Partners and offers are subject to change without notice. Visit caaneo.ca for more details.

Holland America Line’s Explorations
Central™ (EXC™) onboard programing
is designed to make your journey more
engaging, vivid and meaningful.
EXC GUIDES™: Gain insights about

everything from good manners and
simple, useful phrases to the best
tours, most popular sites and
insider tips.

EXC ENCOUNTERS™: Delve into each

destination’s cultures with local
experts, artists and performers
on board.

EXC TALKS™: Informative EXC Talks help
deepen your appreciation of each new
destination with the kinds of tales that
only locals know.
SHORE EXCURSIONS: Encounter
fascinating cultures, places and people
in a comfortable, authentic way.

CAA INSIDER’S GUIDE TO

AMAWATERWAYS

Fill Your

with

AmaWaterways
T

ravellers often speak of leaving a piece of
themselves behind in cities that have made their
hearts skip a beat. An award-winning AmaWaterways
river cruise ensures that you will not only make true
connections with the places you visit – but that your
heart will grow even bigger.
In fact, Ama means love – and AmaWaterways puts
love in everything they do. Their extraordinarily genuine
crew go above and beyond to surprise and delight
you. Enjoy a variety of included excursions available
each day and exquisite locally-sourced cuisine served
at every meal. AmaWaterways invites you to fill your
heart and join them as they cruise through the heart of
Europe, Southeast Asia and Africa in 2020 and 2021.

What’s New
for 2020?

Looking to Stay a
Little Longer?

Meet the AmaSiena

AmaWaterways will introduce a new ship to their award-winning
European river ﬂeet, AmaSiena, sister ship to the AmaMora (2019)
and award-winning AmaLea (2018). Be among the first to capture
views from one of her elegantly appointed twin-balcony staterooms
by choosing one of two new itineraries debuting in 2020, each
combining two distinctive rivers into one spectacular journey.

Treasures

OF THE MAIN & RHINE

from

$4858

Vineyards
*

OF THE RHINE & MOSELLE

+ CAA MEMBERS
SAVE MORE!

In addition, AmaWaterways introduced
two brand new land extensions for
those who wish to spend time in
fascinating European destinations that
cannot be visited along the river.

from

$4858*

+ CAA MEMBERS
SAVE MORE!

THE FRENCH RIVIERA
Explore the French Riviera and
Monaco on AmaWaterways’ 3-night
land extension in Nice, France, which
can be added to a 7-night Colors of
Provence cruise.

Discover the storybook
atmosphere of Germany’s toprated destinations: Würzburg,
with its UNESCO-designated
Residenz Palace; Bamberg, with
its famous smoked beer; and
Cologne, renowned for its
awe-inspiring Gothic cathedral.

Get an intimate look – and,
of course, a taste – of the
winemaking traditions in the
charming villages of Germany’s
Rheingau wine region as well as
its Riesling-rich Moselle River
Valley, on one of Europe’s most
beautiful rivers.

CRUISE LENGTH

CRUISE LENGTH

7 Nights

7 Nights

COUNTRIES

COUNTRIES

Netherlands, Germany

Netherlands, Germany, Luxembourg

RIVERS

RIVERS

Rhine, Main

Rhine, Moselle

TURKISH DELIGHTS
For something a little more exotic,
experience the magic of Istanbul,
Turkey and its grand Old-World
architecture: the Hagia Sophia, the
Blue Mosque and Topkapi Palace as
part of a 7-night Gems of Southeast
Europe cruise.
With stays at trusted luxury hotels,
included excursions and a friendly and
knowledgeable AmaWaterways Cruise
Manager with you every step of the
way, these in-demand land programs
are a seamless way to maximize your
time in Europe with AmaWaterways.

Featured 2020 Sailing

Melodies on the Danube

Journey along the Danube and see firsthand why this storied river
has inspired generations of artists, poets and musicians. Indulge your
passion for timeless architecture and art in three magnificent capitals:
Budapest, Bratislava and Vienna. Let the hills come alive with the sounds
of music in Salzburg. Enjoy two AmaWaterways exclusive experiences:
an evening castle visit in Grein, Austria and a festive Oktoberfest
celebration in Vilshofen, Germany. Cruise through the enchanting
Strudengau Valley and let the melodies of the Danube carry you on a
regal journey through time.

What’s Included
• 7 nights accommodation in a
luxury riverview stateroom
• Fine dining on board in a
variety of venues
• Regionally-inspired cuisine
made with locally-sourced
ingredients
• The Chef’s Table specialty
restaurant
• Welcome Cocktail, Welcome
Dinner, La Chaîne des
Rôtisseurs Dinner, Captain’s
Cocktail and Gala Dinner
• Unlimited fine wine, beer and
soft drinks with lunch and
dinner
• Unlimited sparkling wine and
fresh juice with breakfast
• Sip & Sail Cocktail Hour with
complimentary wine, beer,
spirits and soft drinks

• Tapas, sandwiches, snacks
and refreshments served daily
in the Main Lounge
• A variety of small group
guided excursions in every
destination, including Special
Interest Tours, bike tours, and
hikes

Start Planning
Your Luxury
River Cruise
Set sail with award-winning
AmaWaterways.
For the best available staterooms
and your preferred departure dates,
visit a CAA Travel store or call
1-800-267-8713 to speak with a
CAA Travel Consultant today.
EXCLUSIVE CAA MEMBER BENEFITS
ON ALL SAILINGS †
• Save $360 per stateroom
on sailings 13 nights or less
• Save $720 per stateroom
on sailings 14 nights or more
• Europe sailing welcome gift:
wine and chocolates
• Asia and Africa welcome gift:
$50USD per stateroom onboard credit

• Wellness activities with a
dedicated Wellness Host
leading engaging group
classes such as stretching,
core strengthening, cardio
and dance, both onboard and
ashore
CRUISE LENGTH

7 Nights
COUNTRIES

Austria, Germany, Hungary,
Slovakia
RIVER

Danube
†
Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers are subject
to change without notice. Visit caaneo.ca for more details.

Nourish Your
Mind, Body,
and Soul

4 Incredible Itineraries,
1 New Ship in 2021
Looking ahead to next year?
AmaWaterways has outdone
themselves once again, creating
four new carefully curated
itineraries in some of Europe’s
most sought-after
destinations:

Best of Holland & Belgium
(May-October sailings)

2 nights Amsterdam, Netherlands, 7-night
cruise roundtrip from Amsterdam

Rhine Castles & Swiss Alps
(March-December sailings)

2 nights Amsterdam, 7-night Amsterdam,
Netherlands, to Basel, Switzerland cruise and
3 nights Lake Como, Italy (or reverse)

Essence of Burgundy & Provence
(March-November sailings)

3 nights Geneva, Switzerland, 7-night
Chalon-sur-Saône to Arles, France cruise and
3 nights Barcelona, Spain (or reverse)

Impressions of the Seine & Paris
(March-October sailings)

2 nights Paris, France, 7-night Paris to
Le Havre cruise, 3 nights St. Malo and
1 night Paris (or reverse)

Enhance your best self while
cruising the world’s great rivers.

1

STRETCHING CLASSES

2
3
4
5

FRESH AIR AWAITS

Begin your morning with a stretching class led by your
expertly trained Wellness Host and enjoy spectacular views on
the Sun Deck.
Grab a complimentary bicycle and take a guided bike tour of your destination.

STAY FIT
If you have a regular workout routine, head to the ship’s fitness studio where you can
work out at your own pace.

RELAX ON BOARD
If you prefer a gentler approach to wellness, treat yourself to a soothing massage, or
take a dip in the sun-deck pool or whirlpool.

THE HOST WITH THE MOST
Additional wellness activities are inspired by the region: a tea ceremony, yoga, tai chi
and meditation may be available on Mekong River cruises based on your individual
Wellness Host’s expertise.

Healthy Locally-Sourced Cuisine
As a member of the prestigious international
culinary society La Chaîne des Rôtisseurs,
AmaWaterways is passionate about
serving guests the highest-quality
cuisine prepared with the freshest
seasonal ingredients sourced from
local ports ashore. Complimentary
hand-selected fine wines are
served with every lunch and
dinner on board.
For one special evening,
AmaWaterways invites you to
indulge in a seven-course tasting
menu at The Chef’s Table specialty
restaurant, the only venue of its
kind on the rivers. There, you’ll watch
as the chef chops, sears, drizzles
and meticulously plates a multi-course
tasting menu – and you’ll realize every bite
tastes just as phenomenal as it looks.

Featured Recipe: Sachertorte
MAKES EIGHT SERVINGS.

INGREDIENTS

PREPARATION

The cake that started a national
holiday… Set your sights on Vienna,
that glittering city of kaffehaus
culture and scrumptious cakes. The
crème-de-la-crème of cake wizardry
is the iconic Sachertorte. Rich dark
chocolate, apricot jam and utter
deliciousness send your taste buds
spiraling into sensory overload.
Taste this luxurious cake and more
on AmaWaterways’ Melodies of the
Danube. Recreate the ﬂavours once
you’re home with this special recipe
brought to you by AmaWaterways!

4.5 oz. butter, softened
1/2 cup dark chocolate, melted
12 tbsp. sugar
7 egg yolks
7 egg whites, whipped
7 oz. ﬂour
2 tbsp. apricot jam

Preparation
Mix butter, sugar, and egg yolks together until creamy. Fold the
melted chocolate into the mixture. In a separate bowl, fold the
whipped egg whites and ﬂour together. Combine with the egg
yolk and chocolate mixture. Pour into a greased 9” round cake
pan. Bake for approximately 45 min. at 370 F°. Let the cake
cool and remove from pan. When fully cooled, cut the cake
in half horizontally. Fill with apricot jam and glaze top of cake
with the ganache.

Ganache:
1/2 cup heavy cream
1/2 cup dark chocolate
1 stick butter

*Terms and conditions apply. Price is per person, based on
double occupancy in a Category E deluxe outside stateroom
with window. Price includes taxes, fees, and port expenses.
Price for Treasures of the Main & Rhine is based on April 30,
2020 start date. Price for Vineyards of the Rhine & Moselle
is based on May 2, 2021 start date. Airfare is not included.
Price shown is accurate at time of publishing. Pricing and
availability are subject to change without notice. Visit
caaneo.ca/travelterms for more details.

Cruise Europe!
PHOTO CONTEST

Capture and share your favourite vacation photo
for a chance to win a trip for two onboard
a luxury river cruise in Europe with
AmaWaterways and CAA Travel!

PRIZE:
• 7-night luxury river cruise for two (2) (valid for base
category stateroom on any Europe or Mekong
itinerary, excluding Portugal). Redeemable for travel in
2020 (excluding May and September). Departure date
subject to availability.
• Round-trip economy airfare for two (2) from Ottawa.
Must be booked return Ottawa only. Winner will need
to provide their own transportation to/from Ottawa.
Flights must be economy.

Visit caaneo.ca/contest to enter!
*Terms and conditions apply. Contest ends April 30, 2020. Visit caaneo.ca/contest-rules for
rules and regulations.

Euro-Trip
PACKING GUIDE
GLOBAL ADAPTER WITH
DUAL USB CHARGER
MEMBER PRICE $41.61
NON-MEMBER PRICE $60.00

CANADA PROUD
LUGGAGE ACCESSORIES
Proud to be from the true north, strong and free?
Show off your Canadian pride with these luggage
accessories by Orb Travel, that will keep you
organized and travelling in style, everywhere you go.

LEATHER RFID BLOCKING
PASSPORT & CARD CASE
MEMBER PRICE $18.65
NON-MEMBER PRICE $21.95

CAA MEMBERS SAVE 15% ON LUGGAGE AND
TRAVEL ACCESSORIES AT CAA TRAVEL STORES.*
WHETHER YOU’RE TRAVELLING CLOSE
to home or across the globe, CAA Travel stores can help
you journey in style. Your local store is your one-stopshop for luggage and purses, electronics, outerwear and
accessories. CAA Members save 15% everyday and earn
CAA Dollars®!

GLOBAL ADAPTER WITH
DUAL USB CHARGER
A compact, all-in-one unit that includes the four
most common global plug configurations and two
type A USB charging ports. For use in more than
175 countries, this Lewis N Clark Global Adapter
includes both standard and recessed outlets for
use in Europe.

CANADA PROUD LUGGAGE
ACCESSORIES1
MEMBER PRICE $25.60
NON-MEMBER PRICE $26.95

RFID BLOCKING
PASSPORT & CARD CASE
Identity theft is on the rise. Modern day criminals don’t
have to pick your pockets – they can simply pass by
with a handheld radio-frequency identification (RFID)
reader. Protect your travel documents and credit cards
with the RFID Blocking Passport and Card Case by
Austin House.

QIKPAC JACKETS
AND PANTS
Be prepared for unpredictable
weather, without bulking up your
carry-on or checked luggage
with Qikpac. Save space in your
suitcase with a rain suit that
scrunches down easily
to take up minimal space.

QIKPAC JACKETS
PACKABLE RAIN AND
WIND PROTECTION2
MEMBER PRICE $59.45
NON-MEMBER PRICE $69.95

QIKPAC PANTS3
MEMBER PRICE $42.45
NON-MEMBER PRICE $49.95

*Terms and conditions apply. All items are subject to availability. All prices do not include HST, and are subject to change without notice. Visit caaneo.ca/merchandise for more details.
1
Canada Season Travel Kit includes 2 luggage tags and 2 luggage straps. 2Qikpac Jackets available in cobalt blue, sasparilla pink, ﬂint grey and black in sizes XS to XXL. 3Qikpac Pants available
in ﬂint grey and black in sizes S to XL.

There for you

on every adventure

From single trip to annual plans,
emergency medical to non-medical
options, CAA offers coverage as
unique as the journeys you take.
Travelling when you’re covered by a
company you trust means that you’ve
got the freedom to explore with
peace of mind. CAA Travel Insurance
offers a variety of plans to help
protect you in unexpected situations.

CAA TRAVEL INSURANCE OFFERS:
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Up to $5 million of coverage1
24/7 multilingual assistance2
Special family pricing
Expenses paid up-front, whenever possible
Easy and convenient
CAA Members save 10%!3

Before you go
get CAA Travel Insurance.*

Visit a CAA Travel store,
call 1-800-267-8713,
or visit caaneo.ca/travelinsurance.

*CAA Travel Insurance is underwritten by Orion Travel Insurance Company, a CAA Company. Certain exclusions, limitations and restrictions
apply. Subject to change without notice. A Medical Questionnaire may be required to purchase travel insurance. Quotes are valid for 30 days.
1. Up to $5 million CAD. Maximum $25,000 for all Emergency Medical Insurance beneﬁts for Canadian residents without active Government
Health Insurance Plan (GHIP); and/or without GHIP authorization to cover trip days in excess of 212 days in Ontario in a 12-month period. 2.
CAA Assistance is provided by Active Care Management Inc. 3. Applies to CAA Members in good standing (CAA Membership dues paid in full
by Membership expiry date). Ten percent (10%) savings applies to the total premium excluding applicable taxes. Minimum premium applies.
Subject to change without notice. Excludes Visitors to Canada Insurance.

MEXICO

Path to Wellness

ALONG MEXICO’S WINE AND WELLNESS TRAIL IN GUANAJUATO, HOT SPRINGS, ORGANIC FARMS,
UNESCO HERITAGE SITES AND WINERIES ALL TEMPT TRAVELLERS TO STAY A LITTLE LONGER
by CHRISTINE SISMONDO photography by LEILA ASHTARI

If this is the first you’ve heard of this trail, you’re not
How about a dip in a hot-springs pool? Followed, perhaps,
alone. Since very little Mexican wine gets exported, few of
by a bowl of cool watermelon gazpacho and a splash of
us realize the country has a wine industry. In wine circles,
fresh-tasting Sauvignon Blanc under the thatched roof of
though, central Mexico—especially the Guanajuato region
around San Miguel de Allende—is considered an exciting,
a poolside patio. Take a stroll through a wildflower garden to
up-and-coming region, thanks to the area’s silty clay soil and
the world’s cutest thatched-roof cabin for a quick nap before
high-altitude vineyards.
dinner. After all, anything worth doing is worth overdoing—
especially self-care.
Winemakers have just recently started to promote
This is the scene at Nirvana Restaurant & Retreat, where
La Ruta del Vino (The Wine Route) as a destination. So while
stress goes to die. The boutique hotel and ranch in Atotonilco,
excitement over this region is starting to spread, you might
Guanajuato, which focuses on farm-to-table cuisine
have parts of the route practically to yourself. About
Winemaker
and regional wine, is one of dozens of serene spots
two million tourists spend the night in neighbouring
Alejandra Cordero
at Tres Raíces, a
on central Mexico’s new wine and wellness trail. And
San Miguel de Allende every year, but last year’s
soon-to-be-opened
yes, in this region, tequila is a supporting character,
October wine-country harvest only attracted a little
estate on the wine
and local wine is the star.
over 4,000 visitors.
and wellness trail

WHAT’S THE BEST WAY TO TOP OFF A DAY AT A SPA?
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Best of all, at almost every stop along
La Ruta, you’re only ever a few steps
away from yet another hot spring,
boutique hotel and spa, or scenic
restaurant that specializes in local,
organic-farm-fresh food.
In a sense, this new trail is the
natural extension of the food, drink
and wellness culture so deeply
established in San Miguel de Allende,
an impossibly charming colonial city
that was added to the UNESCO World
Heritage List in 2008 for its lovingly
preserved architecture and historical
importance as a meeting point for
Spanish, Creole and Indigenous peoples.
Long a base for artists and expats
looking for a break from the modern
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grind (and all the avocado toast you
could want), San Miguel has decades
of expertise in serving up elevated
Mexican fare and craft cocktails, as well
as some first-rate water and wellness
experiences, including temazcal, or
sweat lodges, holistic bodywork and
underwater massages.
“People come here for the architecture,
of course, but I think they really come
here for the magic of the city,” says
Guillermo Gonzalez, former general
director of the region’s tourism board
and a San Miguel native. “They call
this area the heart of Mexico. You can
enjoy traditional Mexican culture in a
colonial city and, at the same time,
stay in a very nice hotel and have all

the best-quality services—spas, fancy
restaurants and craft drinks.”
There are three main ways to explore
this emerging destination: take day
trips from San Miguel; check into a spa
hotel in nearby wine country for two or
three days; or build a multi-day road trip
and make your way into the mountains
to check out the high-altitude resorts
and wineries.
Those wanting to use San Miguel as
a base will find no shortage of hotels,
from artsy boutique colonials like
Casa 1810 in the historical centre to the
fully modern Live Aqua “urban resort,”
which is walking distance from the city’s
bars and restaurants. Several private
tour operators offer day trips to nearby

ADDITIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY [POOL] COURTESY OF NIRVANA;
[LA GRUTA] CRAIG LOVELL/ALAMY

Clockwise from top
left: San Miguel’s
main square at
dusk; winemaker
Mailén Obon at
Viñedos San Lucas;
the serene setting at
Nirvana Restaurant
& Retreat; one
of San Miguel’s
signature Spanish
colonial homes

MEXICO

Clockwise from left: walking up picturesque Calle
Aldama in San Miguel; putting the finishing touches
on a cocktail at Hotel Amparo’s Bar Margaret in
San Miguel; taking a dip in the hot springs at La Gruta

wineries like Viñedos San Lucas, Rancho
Toyan and the organic Dos Búhos, as
well as to hot springs, such as the overthe-top La Gruta spa, a sprawling day
resort with pools and a grotto spring.
Those looking to rent a car and
explore on their own will quickly
discover they barely need a GPS on
La Ruta del Vino. Most locations are just
a few kilometres west of San Miguel or
north, off the main road toward Dolores
Hidalgo. On the way north, Atotonilco is
a must-see little town that’s home to the
18th-century Sanctuary of Atotonilco,
known as Mexico’s Sistine Chapel.
If Atotonilco is too small for you,
Dolores Hidalgo is a slightly larger hub,
boasting a ranch-style hotel called

HAPPIER TRAVELS
Ready to relax? Leave travel stress at home when you take off for Guanajuato,
thanks to a new Canadian law that gives air travellers more rights than ever before.
If you’re bound for
Mexico—or anywhere
else with an airport—
you’ll now be protected
by the air passengers’
bill of rights, which
became law last year.
“When you compare
Canada to other
jurisdictions, this is an
area where we have
lagged,” says Teresa
Di Felice, assistant

vice-president of
government and
community relations
with CAA South Central
Ontario. “The new
legislation is a strong
first step in the right
direction.”
As one of Canada’s
largest consumer
advocacy organizations,
CAA played an important
role in the law’s passage,

advising the government
and pressing for the
legislation amidst stiff
opposition.
To check out the
bill’s highlights, such
as compensation for
overbooking and lost
luggage, go online to
caa.ca/airtravellers. It’s
one less worry to let go
of as you soak in the hot
springs. –Andrew Raven
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MEXICO

Your Car
Has a
Higher
Calling.
Donate any make, model or
year of any car, truck or van.

From top: enjoying
the quiet on the terrace
at Dos Búhos; pick up
hand-crafted items like
flower crowns in San
Miguel’s main square

FAST, FREE TOWING
Within 48 hours.

VALUABLE TAX RECEIPT
$300 minimum.

A GREAT FEELING
You’re improving the lives of
people with kidney disease.

kidneycar.ca
1 866 788 2277
*Service may not be available
in all geographical areas.
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La Santisima Trinidad with gorgeous
views of grapevines and lavender
fields, as well as a small wine museum
and boutique to help visitors familiarize
themselves with the region’s diverse
wineries. Tres Raíces will likely
dominate the area when it opens
soon, given the sheer ambition of
this hyper-modern 60-hectare estate,
replete with a full spa and boutique
cabins for overnight visitors. The
highly acclaimed Viñedo Cuna de
Tierra, on the other hand, is a little
more understated—suitable for a day
visit and a sampling of their juicy
reds and dry whites, considered some
of the best the region has to offer.
“About 50 years ago, this was a place
to study Spanish or art—it was a little
bohemian,” Gonzalez says. “After that,

the destination weddings started
coming, and then the international
chefs opened fancy restaurants, and
then the organic farmers came, and
now, the wineries. It’s a whole system:
one that now goes beyond the city
into the areas all around.”
And even up into the mountains,
which is sure to appeal to adventureseeking travellers. About 90 minutes
west of Dolores Hidalgo lies Viñedo
Caminos d’Vinos, Mexico’s highestaltitude winery and an ideal
destination for a few days of total
serenity. Located 2,400 metres
above sea level, Caminos has amazing
vistas best seen from its adjacent
luxury hotel and spa, Ex Hacienda
Jesús María, a popular spot for
mountaintop weddings. It’s remote,
but there’s a lot to do for hikers and
naturalists, given its location between
two important parks: Cuenca de la
Esperanza, or the Basin of Hope,
a nature preserve, and Cerro del
Cubilete, a 2,700-metre hill topped
with a shrine and a statue of Christ
called the Cristo Rey.
Meanwhile back at the Hacienda,
after that hike you’ll have earned a
massage. Possibly a nap, too. And
definitely a glass of house wine—
the perfect pairing to go with the
world-class view.

ADVERTISEMENT

New Neuropathy Pain Cream Provides
Amazing Leg and Foot Relief
A cream, not a pill, may be the most effective solution yet for
neuropathy pain. Active ingredient increases sensation in
the legs and feet, relieving burning, tingling and numbness
By Dr. Henry Esber, Ph.D.
TORONTO − An exciting clinical use survey
study shows that a new neuropathy cream can
relieve leg and foot pain just 15 minutes after
applying.
And according to the study participants,
burning, tingling, and numbness were the most
common symptoms to be relieved.
The cream, called Diabasens, recently
developed by scientists in the US, became
an instant hit among those suffering with
neuropathy. It’s finally available in Canada.
The first phenomenon is known as
vasodilation, which triggers arteries to expand,
improving circulation in the extremities.
The second is called TRPA1 activation and
this is what really has people excited as it
relieves the pain.

Research Shows Correlation Between
Nerve Damage and Sensation
Published research shows that neuropathy
symptoms arise when the nerves in your legs
and feet break down and blood flow is lost to
the areas that surround them.
As the nerves begin to die, sensation is
lost. This lack of sensation is a major cause of
burning, tingling, and numbness.
Remarkably, Diabasens contains one of the few
known substances to activate TRPA1, a special
sensory pathway right below the skin’s surface,
that controls the sensitivity of nerves. It’s these
nerves that allow you to feel hot, cold, and touch.
And although this pathway has been known
about for years, neither a drug nor a pill has
been able to target it successfully. That’s why
Diabasens is so impressive.
“It all comes down to sensation. When
sensation is lost, the foot feels constantly asleep.
It may also burn and tingle. When sensation is
increased, these nagging symptoms often go
away,” explains Dr. Henry Esber, one of the
scientists behind Diabasens.
“That’s why Diabasens performed so well
in our clinical-use survey study. It increases
sensation and blood flow wherever it’s applied.
It’s impressive to say the least.”

A Brilliant Technology
Most Failed to Consider
Until now, many pharma companies have
failed to develop a means of TRPA1 activation
to fight neuropathy pain. Diabasens is one of
the first to take full advantage of this amazing
discovery.
“Today’s treatment methods have focused
on minimizing discomfort instead of attacking
its underlining cause. That’s why millions of
adults are still in excruciating pain every single

day and are always battling effects,” explains
Esber.
“Diabasens is different. Since the most
commonly
reported
symptoms...painful,
tingling and numb legs and feet...are caused by
lack of sensation of the nerves, we’ve designed
the formula increase their sensitivity.”
“And since these nerves are located right below
the skin, we’ve chosen to formulate it as a cream.
This allows for the ingredients to get to the site
faster and without any systemic side effects.” he
adds.

Study Finds Restoring Sensation
the Key to Long Lasting Pain Relief

A NEW WEAPON FOR FIGHTING NEUROPATHY
PAIN: Diabasens increases sensation and blood
With the conclusion of the human clinical- flow wherever it’s applied. It’s now being used
use survey trial, the makers of Diabasens are
offering it in Canada and the US. And regardless to relieve burning, tingling, numbness and other
kinds of leg and foot pain.
of the market, its sales are exploding.
Men and women from all over the country
are eager to get their hands on the new cream
and, according to the results study participants
reported, they should be.
In the trial above, participants taking
Diabasens as needed experienced pain relief just
15 minutes after applying! Burning, tingling and
numbness were the most commonly reported
symptoms to improve.
Even more impressive, when asked if this
was the best product they used for their legs
and feet, 90% gave a resounding “Yes” with
all participants raving they would absolutely
recommend it to someone else.

Diabasens is a major breakthrough
for neuropathy pain. Its daily use
can result in relief from...
• Pain
• Numbness
• Tingling
• Swelling
• Poor Balance
Targets Nerves Right Below
the Skins Surface
Diabasens is a topical cream that is to be
applied directly the legs and feet. It does not
require a prescription in the US or Canada.
The active ingredient is extracted from
cinnamon bark.
Studies show that neuropathy pain is often
caused when peripheral nerves breakdown and
blood is unable to circulate into your legs and feet.
As these nerves deteriorate, sensation is lost.
This is why you may not feel hot or cold and
your legs and feet may burn, tingle and go numb.
Worse, without proper blood flow, tissues and
cells in these areas begin to die, causing pain
that seems to never go away.

The extract in Diabasens is one of very few
compounds that can activate TRPA1, a special
sensory pathway that runs through your entire
body.
According to published research, activating
this pathway increases the sensitivity of nerves,
relieving feelings of tingling and numbness in
your legs and feet.
Supporting ingredients boost blood flow,
support cellular health and stimulate the nerves
for increased sensation.

Amazing Relief Exactly
Where You Need It
With daily use, Diabasens users report
remarkable improvements in their quality of life
and pain levels without of the serious side effects
or interactions associated with prescription drugs.
Readers can now enjoy an entirely new level
of comfort that’s both safe and affordable.
Users have found it to be also extremely
effective, especially if nothing else has worked,
with 90% raving it’s the best leg and foot
product they’ve ever tried.

How to Get Diabasens in Canada
This is the official release of Diabasens in
Canada As such, the company is offering a
special discounted supply to any reader who
calls during this introductory period.
A special hotline number and discounted
pricing has been created for all Canada
residents. Discounts are available now and will
automatically be applied to all callers.
Your
Toll-Free
Hotline
number
is
1-800-455-7208 and will be open while supplies
last. Only a limited discounted supply of
Diabasens is currently available so don’t miss
out.
Call 1-800-455-7208 today.

* ALL COSTS ARE IN US FUNDS
DIABASENS IS AUTHORIZED FOR SALE BY HEALTH CANADA FOR THE FOLLOWING INDICATIONS; USED TO RELIEVE CUTANEOUS PAIN ASSOCIATED WITH CONDITIONS SUCH AS POST-HERPETIC NEURALGIA AND DIABETIC NEUROPATHY.

CAR BUYING GUIDE

7

STEPS

The
Complete
Guide to

CAR
BUYING A

A handy
checklist that
summarizes the
buying process

1
SET A BUDGET

Consider down
payment, monthly
payments and
insurance costs

2
CHOOSE WISELY

Pinpoint a type
of vehicle and
features to narrow
the field

3
SHOP AROUND

SHOPPING FOR A CAR?
FOLLOW OUR STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE FOR
EVERYTHING YOU’LL NEED TO KNOW.

Research to find
the right make,
model and price

by MARK RICHARDSON

TAKE A
TEST DRIVE

4
Drive around your
work, home and
on the highway

5
NEGOTIATE

Remember
your budget and
stick to it

6
FACTOR IN
INSURANCE

After choosing a
vehicle, get an
insurance quote

7
DO THE
PAPERWORK

Line up insurance,
registration and
plates
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ALTERNATIVE
POWER

How
much?

There are alternatives to
traditional gas-powered vehicles.
What’s on the market and
what’s coming?

Find out how much
it’ll cost to run different
vehicles for a year
with CAA’s Driving
Costs Calculator:
caa.ca/car_costs

DIESEL

Many carmakers now offer modern
diesel options in North America that
are cleaner than their predecessors.
While diesel power is more
efficient than gas, it’s been criticized
for nitrogen-oxide emissions.

What to Choose

The choice used to be so easy: big car, little car or truck? But today’s roads
are bumper to bumper with various sizes and styles, makes and models.
Your first decision is what type best suits your needs and wants.

PHOTOGRAPHY BURAK FATSA/GETTY IMAGES. ILLUSTRATION [CAR ICONS] PAULMALYUGIN/ISTOCK.COM

Compact/subcompact:

Easy to drive in the city,
best fuel consumption
and ideal for those looking
to go from A to B. Small
doesn’t mean less safe,
though: all cars are built
to strict safety standards.
The Honda Civic and Toyota
Corolla, both compacts,
are the most popular cars
in Canada. A Hyundai
Accent is a subcompact.
Full-size/mid-size:

Larger and roomier, but
also thirstier for gas.
A Chevrolet Impala is
considered full-size; a
Ford Fusion is mid-size.
Sedan: A four-door car,

comfortable for two
or three passengers in
the rear seat. Examples
include the Toyota Camry
and Volkswagen Jetta.

Coupe: A two-door car
with either one or two
rows of seats; sportier,
but not so accessible for
rear-seat passengers.
Consider a coupe if you
usually have just one
passenger. The Hyundai
Veloster is an example.
SUV: Roomier than a car

and designed to be driven
off-road (though few ever
really do). Drivers like
them because the taller
ground clearance lets you
sit up higher, and they’re
a nice family alternative
to minivans, especially
if you choose one with
a third row. The GMC
Yukon and Ford Explorer
remain popular choices.
Crossover: A slightly
smaller SUV that’s still
taller than a regular car.

It’s a good choice for
someone who wants a
versatile vehicle with
easy passenger access and
plenty of cargo space. The
Ford Edge is a crossover.
Convertible: Usually only

comfortable for front-seat
passengers. Cloth tops are
most common, but some
hardtops are now available
that are quieter and more
practical in winter.

GAS-ELECTRIC HYBRID

A special battery is connected
to the gasoline engine and kept
charged while running. When the car
is cruising or being driven gently,
the engine turns off, and the car
drives on its battery power to save gas.
The Toyota Prius, now in its fourth
generation, is still the best known.

ELECTRIC

Powered only by an electric motor,
mid-range examples, like the Nissan Leaf,
are peppy and quiet. Many can travel
about 350 kilometres before needing
to be recharged. The $109,090 Tesla
Model S can drive up to 600 kilometres
before running out of juice.

Minivan: Large and

handy for carrying more
than five people and the
family dog. One-touch
sliding doors are good
for loading groceries.
Pickup truck: There are
car people and then there
are truck people! If you’re
farming or building, this
one is for you.

HYDROGEN

It’s a clean, cheap fuel that creates
no emissions except water,
but the infrastructure isn’t quite there
yet—Canada is home to just one
public hydrogen refuelling station,
located in British Columbia. As lobbying
for additional stations ramps up,
expect more hydrogen vehicles to
arrive in the coming years.
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Consider Your Options

Once you’ve selected your new vehicle, what features do you want?
There are lots of choices—some of which didn’t even exist 10 years ago.
Here are a few of the most popular in today’s new cars.
HID
HEADLIGHTS

POWER OPEN/CLOSE

Power opening
and closing for
the trunk (or the
tailgate for pickup
trucks) helps keep
your hands free.
Just press a button
and the trunk lid
or tailgate will
close itself securely.
Many vehicles now
let you wave a
leg under the rear
bumper to open
the trunk.

High-intensity
discharge bulbs
light the road ahead
more effectively
than standard
halogens, but
without dazzling
oncoming drivers.
Automatic dimming
lights can also
detect an oncoming
car and dim the
beams without
any driver input.

Voice activation
learns the sound
of your voice
and will turn
on or off many
of the car’s
features with a
spoken command.
But always be
mindful of the
road; voice
activation can still
be distracting.

FRIENDLY
ADVICE
Car-buying
insights from a
CAA auto expert
by Andrew Raven
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These options
used to be a luxury,
but they’re more
commonplace today,
and are usually
available on
mid-priced-and-up
trim levels of most
vehicles. Some offer
heated seats in the
rear, and many models,
such as the Mazda
CX-5, have seats that
can be cooled.

CAMERAS
DUAL-ZONE
CLIMATE CONTROLS

These allow both
the driver and
passengers to set
their own heating
and AC levels.
You can also opt for
automatic climate
controls: in auto
mode, the system
will fine-tune
the temperature
to keep everyone
comfortable.

Backup cameras,
now mandatory
on all new cars,
can help prevent
collisions when used
in combination with
attentive checks by
the driver. Surround
cameras—more
common on luxury
vehicles—display
a bird’s-eye view of
everything around
the car on a central
screen, as if
seen from above.

How do I know
if I’m paying a
fair price?

What is the
difference between
leasing and financing?

If you’re buying a new car,
know that prices don’t vary
much from dealership to dealership.
But if you’re buying used,
you need to do a little homework.
Start by reaching out to CAA’s
Auto Advisors. These in-house
car experts have access to the
Canadian Black Book, and they’ll
give you the going rate for the
vehicle you’re considering.

When you lease a car, you’re
basically renting it, and once the lease
term ends, the car goes back to the
dealer. When you finance a car, you’re
buying it with the help of a loan. For the
average person, that’s the better route,
says CAA auto expert Ryan Peterson.
“But if you have the cash flow, don’t
want to worry about car maintenance
or use your vehicle as a business
writeoff, leasing makes sense.”

ELECTRONIC
SENSORS

More common and
effective than they
used to be, radar
and sonic sensors
detect other objects
and vehicles around
the car and can help
prevent collisions.
These sensors are
critical for driverassist features
like lane-keeping
and self-parking.

What is the
bill of sale?
It’s your receipt that you’ll need
to register the car in your name.
If you buy from a dealership, you’ll
get one with all necessary details.
If you buy privately, make sure the
bill of sale includes the vehicle’s
make, model, Vehicle Identification
Number (VIN), mileage, warranty
details, and the names of the seller
and buyer. You can also use the
bill of sale found in the government’s
used-vehicle info package.

PHOTOGRAPHY TKTK

VOICE
ACTIVATION

TEMPERATURECONTROLLED SEATS
AND HEATED
STEERING WHEELS

DRIVETRAIN 101
When choosing which wheel
drive you need (a.k.a. the
drivetrain), consider the terrain
you’ll be on most: highways,
rural roads or city streets

Front-Wheel Drive

Often the best choice if you’ve got good
winter tires during the cold season and
do a lot of city driving. Front wheels pull
you through snow and over ice—the weight
of the engine is over the driving wheels,
which adds bite to the tires. It’s usually
less expensive to purchase, and repair
bills will be cheaper too.

ILLUSTRATION [OVERHEAD CAR] VLADIMIROQUAI/GETTY IMAGES; [DRIVETRAINS] PAULMALYUGIN/ISTOCK.COM; [USED CAR] GARY DAVIDSON

Rear-Wheel Drive

A good choice for a performance car;
the rear wheels push the car forward
instead of pulling it, which changes the
feel of driving the vehicle. It’s a good
choice for light-duty trucks: stability and
traction controls keep the front wheels
pointed confidently in the right direction
by braking them individually as needed.

Buying a Used Car

Going down the pre-owned road? Here’s some fuel for thought.

Four-Wheel Drive

Power is available to all four wheels,
but in normal conditions it’s only sent
to one pair of wheels, usually the back,
to save fuel. When the going gets slippery,
through snow, mud or wet roads, the
driver can send power to all four wheels.
It’s best in extreme conditions and
generally found in off-roading vehicles.

All-Wheel Drive

All four wheels are always available to drive
the vehicle, though the ratio varies between
front and back. In slippery conditions,
the vehicle’s computer automatically
adjusts power between the four wheels to
find the best traction. When equipped with
winter tires, it provides good grip in snow
and on ice, but it’s heavier, and more costly
to buy and repair than two-wheel drive.

A

USED CAR WILL BE LESS

expensive than an equivalent
new car, but you’ll need to do
a bit more research, as you likely don’t
know its full history. There’s also more
variety in price, so it’s easy to overpay.
But don’t worry—CAA can help.
Start by getting a used-vehicle
information package from the Ontario
government. It will show the most
recent odometer reading, when the car
was registered in Ontario and if there’s
any money owed on it.
Next, get a Carfax report through
CAA. (Members are entitled to a
discount.) The report will tell you if
a vehicle has been reported stolen,
rebuilt or salvaged in Canada or the
U.S. It will also show title information,
odometer readings, accident indicators,
and reported service and repair info.

You should also find out about a
vehicle’s service history. If it’s been properly
maintained, the seller can provide a record
showing regular maintenance and any
repairs, whether under warranty or not.
Finally, make sure there are no
surprises by having a qualified technician
inspect the vehicle. If you’re looking
for a trustworthy garage, head to
caaneo.ca/automotive/maintenancerepairs/find-garage. There, you’ll find a
list of CAA-approved auto repair shops.
If you’re satisfied you’ve found a car
in good condition that’s legally clear to
buy, check the recommended purchase
price on canadianblackbook.com,
which has suggested prices for specific
makes and models up to 14 years old.
This will also help if you’re selling a car,
so you know what price to expect from
the purchaser.
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CAR BUYING GUIDE

DON’T
LEAVE THE LOT
WITHOUT IT!
Before driving off in
your new ride, be sure
you’ve got everything you
legally need to get behind
the wheel. (If you buy
from a private seller, it’s
your responsibility to be
sure the paperwork is
complete.) Follow this
list of essentials before
turning the key.
INSURANCE

Insurance Know-How

Auto insurance is compulsory in Canada, but there are many
different plans. Here are the terms you should read up on.

The biggest expense after the
vehicle itself, and the most
variable. It’s compulsory in
Canada to have auto insurance
to drive on a public road.
LICENCE PLATE

COMPREHENSIVE

ACCIDENT FORGIVENESS

Mandatory in Ontario,
it covers the cost if
you’re sued for hurting
someone or damaging
their property with your
car. CAA recommends at
least $1 million in coverage,
but preferably $2 million.

Covers damage to
your vehicle that is not
covered by Collision,
like hitting an animal,
fire, theft or vandalism

Protects your driving record
when you’re involved in
your first at-fault accident.
Conditions and rules apply.

ACCIDENT BENEFITS
Also mandatory, it
includes coverage for
things like medical care
and income replacement
if you or your passengers
are injured in a collision

COLLISION
Covers the costs of
repairing your vehicle
if you’re involved in
an at-fault accident
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LOSS OF USE
Covers the cost of
temporarily renting
a car, or using taxis
and buses, while
your damaged car
is being repaired

REMOVING
DEPRECIATION
DEDUCTION
Waives depreciation
from the value
of your vehicle when
settling a claim for
loss or damage

LIMITED GLASS
Removes coverage for
repairing a windshield
from your Comprehensive
policy to lower the
premium or if you make
frequent claims

It stays with you, not with
the vehicle. If you’re trading in a
vehicle, swap the plate over.
If you’re buying for the first time,
or buying an additional vehicle,
you need a new plate. Visit a
provincial services location
to buy one along with a vehicle
permit and registration. Your
plate must be linked to a vehicle
when first purchasing,
so you’ll need to provide the
VIN of your new car.
REGISTRATION

CAA AUTO INSURANCE

Every vehicle must be
provincially registered annually
in order to drive legally on
the road. A sticker on your
licence plate proves it.

Did you know CAA Members
can SAVE up to 20% on auto
insurance? CAA offers great
coverage, outstanding claims
services and competitive rates.
Visit caaneo.on.ca/insurance/
automobile-insurance today.

It must be valid and represent the
province in which you currently
live. If you’ve moved from another
province, you have 90 days to
transfer your licence.

DRIVER’S LICENCE

PHOTOGRAPHY FG TRADE/GETTY IMAGES
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Step with confidence into a safer and
more comfortable bathing experience.
Loaded with safety features, our walk-in tubs are designed to help Seniors and those aﬀected by
mobility issues get in and out of the tub and enjoy a safe and relaxing bath again.

NEW IN
CANADA

The new Hybrid ™ walk-in tub
allows you to shower or soak **

Wide door and low-step in
for easy access.

Dual-hydrotherapy system
comes standard in all our
walk-in tubs.

Request a free brochure or quote today!

1-800-309-2722

www.NoMoreFalls.ca

* Oﬀer can’t be combined with other advertised oﬀers. Some conditions apply.
** Only available on new installations. Actual walk-in tub might diﬀer from pictures due to product enhancement.
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TOURISM
IS
BOOMING,
AND
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NZ
TOP-OF-THE-LIST PLACES ARE GETTING BUSIER.
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IF YOU WANT A FIRST-RATE EXPERIENCE
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NZ
WITHOUT THE CROWDS,
ZN
NZ
HEAD TO THESE 25 UNDER-THE-RADAR
Z
Z
DESTINATIONS INSTEAD.
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Z
There’s never been a better time to explore the world.
NZ
ZN
And more people are travelling every year, thanks to accessible airfares
ZN
and growing flight networks. International tourist arrivals climbed to
NZ
1.4 billion in 2018—two years ahead of the World Tourism Organization’s
ZN
NZ
prediction—and are on track to reach 1.8 billion by 2030.
Z
Z
NZ
ZN
Luckily, the world is pretty big, and there are lots of places where you
ZN
can have a little more elbow room. Here are 25 destinations that show how
NZ
going just a little off the beaten path can pay off in a big way.
Z
NZ
Z
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N
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OFF THE BEATEN PATH

2

MATERA

1

Busan
SOUTH
KOREA
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Above: find
murals, art
installations
and shops amid
the colourful
buildings of
Gamcheon
Culture Village

ITALY

Nearly half of South Koreans live
in Seoul. Tell them you’re going to
Busan, though, and their eyes light
up. The country’s second city pairs
skyscrapers with mountains and
coastal cliffs with sandy beaches,
making it a favourite with Koreans
and a must-see for visitors.
It’s an easy two-and-a-half-hour
trip on the high-speed KTX train
from Seoul to Busan. Cyrillic script
on a few buildings around the main
train station acts as a reminder
that Busan’s port has connected it
to the rest of the world for centuries.
The station neighbourhood makes
it easy to get a taste of city life,
with old-school gukbap restaurants
ladling out the local specialty of
rich pork soup (stir the rice in to
thicken) and Brown Hands Design
Café, a chic spot housed in a former
hospital, serving lattes.
Fill your camera roll on an
afternoon in Gamcheon Culture
Village, a slum revitalized in 2009

with public art installations and
plenty of bright paint. Its candycoloured houses spill down the
hillside, connected by steep streets
and even steeper flights of stairs;
some of the buildings are still
inhabited by locals, and others by
large-scale sculptures. Let the city
bus ferry you up to the Haneul Maru
info centre, pick up a map and follow
it to stamp stations scattered at
shops and lookout spots throughout
the neighbourhood. Collect enough
stamps and you’ll earn a postcard.
But it wouldn’t be a trip to Busan
without some time by the water. For
the energetic, the Igidae Coastal Walk
is a gorgeous (but intense) hike past
rocky coves scented by jasmine and
through sweet-smelling pine forests.
For everyone else, sandy Haeundae
Beach, Korea’s largest, waits just off
the subway, and Gwangalli Beach fills
up at night with groups of friends
waiting for the light show on the
bridge just offshore. –Kristen Koch

Get away from the usual
Italian destinations and
do what Italian expats
do: go south. Specifically,
consider Matera, the
“underground city” in the
region of Basilicata that’s
just coming off a stint as
European Capital of Culture
in 2019. This unbelievably
well-preserved ancient
settlement is known for
its sassi, or cave dwellings
dug out of the limestone,
and a network of byzantine
footpaths. Once evacuated
due to squalor and disease,
Matera underwent a
gradual transformation,
and its sassi are now filled
with restaurants, shops and
hotels. –Karan Smith

No. 3

BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND
Already been to Dublin? Next time, make the two-hour drive to Belfast, capital of Northern Ireland. Belfast’s
maritime heritage is brought to life at Titanic Belfast, an interactive museum that tells the infamous tale of the
RMS Titanic. Across the street, the swanky Titanic Hotel offers afternoon tea in a converted shipbuilding office
with 500 artifacts from the golden age of ocean travel. In the city centre, enjoy innovative cocktails (and
panoramic views) at the Grand Central Hotel’s Observatory—the tallest bar in Ireland. –Vawn Himmelsbach
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5

SAN ANTONIO
TEXAS, U.S.A.

4

Lyon
FRANCE

From top: the
dining room at
Daniel et Denise
Saint-Jean in
Vieux Lyon; the
eco-friendly Green
Cube office building
stands where the
Saone and Rhone
rivers meet in
the Confluence
neighbourhood
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Logging a visit to buzzy
Austin has become a status
symbol of sorts. But the
nearby larger city of
San Antonio, a.k.a. the Alamo
City, is more the Texas of
travellers’ imaginations.

Long boulevards and elegant
Haussman-style buildings make
it easy to see how Lyon’s central
Presqu’ile district is often described
as a smaller, friendlier Paris. But
with its own unique topography
and culinary traditions, France’s
third-largest city offers much more
to warrant a visit than simply being
a more manageable version of the
sprawling French capital.
Situated at the nexus of two
rivers, the Saone and the Rhone,
and surrounded by verdant
farmland and vineyards, Lyon is
a prime example of geography as
destiny. More than 2,000 years ago,
the Romans made it the capital
of their wine trade, bringing with
them new flavours and setting the
scene for the city’s gastronomic
pre-eminence. Today, it’s the gateway
to the Beaujolais region, and Lyon
shines on the foodie front, with
one of the highest concentrations
of restaurants per capita in all of
France and delicacies that are hard
to find anywhere else: quenelles,
coq au vin and above all else, offal.
These classic dishes, plus a warm,
unpretentious atmosphere, make
a meal at a traditional Lyonnais
restaurant, or bouchon, a must-do,
whether you choose a standby like
Daniel et Denise in Vieux Lyon or

Once part of Mexico,
later home to wealthy
cattlemen, German settlers
and oil barons, this quietly
sophisticated city in the
heart of Texas has a fusion of
cultures that defines Tex-Mex.
Even the architecture
is a mix of UNESCO-listed,
circa 1700 Spanish missions
and iconic Greek Revival and
Victorian buildings.

a neighbourhood favourite like
Les Filles. And don’t miss Les Halles
Paul Bocuse. Named for the late
chef, perhaps Lyon’s most famous,
the indoor market is chockablock
with fish- and cheesemongers,
butchers and bakers: the best of
the city under one roof.
For an altogether different
vibe—and a sense of how Lyon
is evolving—check out the
burgeoning Confluence district.
Once derelict, the Presqu’ile-adjacent
neighbourhood has been reborn
as a hub of sleek shops, restaurants
and futuristic architecture, including
the steel-and-glass Confluence
Museum of anthropology, frequently
likened to the Guggenheim in
Bilbao. –Alyssa Schwartz

Downtown is best known
for its River Walk, a network
of bars, restaurants and shops
enlivening the banks of the
San Antonio River. Don’t miss
the McNay Art Institute,
scores of hiking and bike trails,
the huevos rancheros breakfast
at Mi Tierra and the Pearl
District, an entertainment area
born from the remains of a
century-old brewery whose
former brewhouse is now the
high-design Hotel Emma.
On the city’s outskirts, Hill
Country brims with wineries.
–Becca Hensley

Dunes drift
inside an
abandoned
house in
Kolmanskop
from Namibia’s
diamond-rush
days

7

Rotterdam
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THE NETHERLANDS

Amsterdam gets all the buzz,
but Rotterdam has all the cool.
Known as the City of Architecture,
Rotterdam was largely destroyed
in the Second World War, then rebuilt
with modernist Dutch architecture,
such as its famous cube houses.
It’s now one of Europe’s liveliest
festival cities, and art takes centre stage
on Witte de Withstraat, the
so-called Axis of Art, featuring
boutiques, galleries and cafés.
–Vawn Himmelsbach

6

Namibia
Tucked between South
Africa, Botswana and
the Atlantic, Namibia
boasts wildlife and
landscapes rivalling
those of its neighbours.
It’s also one of the least
densely populated (and
sparsely touristed)
countries in the world,
so if you want lions
and dunes to yourself,
Namibia is for you.

Excellent roads and
jaw-dropping boutique
hotels are perfect for
a self-drive tour of the
sights. Wild Atlantic
currents have littered
the Skeleton Coast with
shipwrecks. The red
dunes of Sossusvlei,
some of the tallest in the
world, drift into surrealist
landscapes. Abandoned
diamond-rush towns

are an explorer’s dream;
petrified by the desert
air, they sit just as they
were 100 years ago. And
Etosha National Park
has one of the world’s
largest concentrations of
wildlife. Even on a short
visit, you’ll see rhinos,
elephants, lions, oryx
and giraffes—without the
crowds. –Mark Dunsmuir
and Naomi Horrox

EXPERT IDEAS:

ROMANCE
Under-the-radar
picks from
CAA Travel
Planners
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9

10

RIGA, LATVIA

MALTA

BRITISH ISLES

“The art nouveau architecture
is very romantic in this city. It has a
wonderful city centre with so many
amazing restaurants. Latvia is also
very social, with lots of music and bars
to enjoy some great craft beers.
There are castles and amazing art
history as well.” –Katherina Khoury,
CAA North & East Ontario

This island country south of Italy
lacks the spotlight and nightlife of other
Mediterranean hot spots, but makes up
for it with historic architecture,
temples, marinas and coves. “You can
wander along the beautiful marble
promenade on the Valletta waterfront
and watch the sun go down.”
–Ramsay Anderson, CAA Atlantic

“It’s not just London.”
Forgo the city in favour of sweeping
views that will steal your heart in the
wide moorlands and river valleys of
England’s Dartmoor National Park,
the mountains and lochs of the
Scottish Highlands, or the rugged Aran
Islands off the west coast of Ireland.
–Ramsay Anderson
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MELBOURNE
AUSTRALIA

While Sydney gets a lot of love
from visitors, don’t overlook the
charms of Marvellous Melbourne, as it
was dubbed by 19th-century travellers.
Scratch the surface and you’ll uncover
a city that exudes style. Take in
Hosier Lane’s colourful street art,
sip a latte at a cosmopolitan café,
get into local art at the
National Gallery of Victoria or
catch an Aussie rules football game
at the Melbourne Cricket Ground,
a.k.a. the M.C.G. –Amanda Lee

12

Spice
things up
with a visit
to a nutmeg
processing
co-op in
Gouyave

Grenada
Anchoring the end of
the Grenadine island
chain in the southern
Caribbean, Grenada is
a tiny taste of island
bliss, all white sand,
blue waters and smiling
faces. This engaging
retreat manages to
maintain a rustic charm
flavoured with traces
of its British roots,
all while delivering
a luxury vibe—often
without the hefty price
tag. It’s outside the

hurricane belt and an
easy alternative to more
popular Caribbean
islands, with far fewer
high-rises (and people),
exceptional value
and a tropical climate
tempered by cooling
trade winds.
Besides trekking
up rainforest hills or
lounging poolside
at one of the three
new resorts that have
sprung up in the past
two years, visitors

can take advantage
of excellent diving
and snorkelling along
with sublime sunset
cruises. The island’s
cuisine is elevated
by its spice heritage;
Grenada is a global
source of nutmeg, mace,
turmeric, cinnamon,
cloves and ginger.
The calibre of the
tree-to-bar chocolate
here makes it easy to
decide what to bring
home. –Doug Wallace

No. 13
PORTO, PORTUGAL
Sure, Lisbon has pasteis de Belem, but Porto lends its name to Portugal’s other sweet export: port wine.
Get lost in narrow lanes sloping toward the Rio Douro before crossing over to wine heaven in Vila Nova de Gaia.
Raise a glass in one of the many wine “caves” offering tours and tastings here, then capture a postcard-perfect
vista from the 360º Terrace Lounge at Espaço Porto Cruz with a port and tonic in hand. –Beverley Ann D’Cruz
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CULTURE

Edmonton
ALBERTA

Name the city that’s home to
Canada’s largest urban park, along with
a sophisticated homegrown restaurant
scene and top-notch museums. Edmonton,
not Toronto or Vancouver, offers all
these things. From the steel architecture
of the Art Gallery of Alberta—meant to
evoke the city’s urban grid and northern
landscapes—to eateries such as Bündok
and Café Linnea to 160 kilometres of
outdoor fun in the River Valley, Alberta’s
capital city surprises, inside and out.
–Alyssa Schwartz

16

TALLINN, ESTONIA
There are more than
30 museums around the city,
ranging from medieval exhibits
to marzipan collections on
display at the oldest café in
Tallinn. “This city also has
authentic restaurants where
you eat by candlelight. And it
has a lively nightlife!”
–Katherina Khoury
Sunset over traditional
banca boats on the
white-sand beach of
Panglao Island

17

RHINE RIVER
A river cruise not only lets
you slow down, it also docks
at a country’s less-trodden
destinations. An Avalon
Waterways journey along
the Rhine from Amsterdam
to Basel makes stops in
the beautifully preserved
city of Colmar, France,
and Mainz, Germany, home
to the Gutenberg Museum.
–Johanne Ottens, CAA Niagara

15

PANGLAO ISLAND
PHILIPPINES

When it comes to the Philippines, most visitors
make a beeline for Boracay, but Panglao Island
in Bohol has the same white-sand beaches
without the crowds. Swim and snorkel in the clear
waters of Alona Beach, then go scuba diving at
Balicasag Island or spot dolphins and whales at
Pamilacan Island. For some sightseeing on land,
head to the main island of Bohol to view the
stretch of dome-shaped mounds known as the
Chocolate Hills, or cruise the Loboc River aboard
a floating restaurant. –Rina Diane Caballar

18

MOROCCO
Even its place names
conjure up a cultural
adventure: Marrakesh,
Casablanca, the High Atlas
Mountains. We can help
you find the right places to
ride camels, shop in crowded
souks and savour slow-cooked
tajines. –Johanne Ottens
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Split
CROATIA

From top:
the bell tower of
the Cathedral
of St. Domnius
stands over the
Riva promenade;
see armour on
display along with
breathtaking
city views at
Klis Fortress

If you’ve already explored
Dubrovnik, why not head to
Split? As Croatia’s second-largest
city, it has a bit of everything: a
medieval Old Town, a buzzing
seaside promenade and a wooded
peninsula with secluded beaches,
backed by coastal mountains along
the Adriatic Sea.
The palm-lined Riva promenade
runs the length of the Old Town,
where the well-heeled stroll past
yachts and sip Aperol spritzes at the
outdoor cafés. It’s all just outside
the fortifications of Diocletian’s
Palace, built in the heyday of the
Roman Empire. The palace is more
like a city within a city, its labyrinth
of alleyways bustling with shops,
restaurants and bars. It’s a UNESCOdesignated site, but people still
live and work here, just as they did
hundreds of years ago. Sharp-eyed
visitors might also recognize several
filming locations from Game of
Thrones, including the dungeons
where Daenerys kept her dragons.
For those who want more filmworthy scenery, Klis Fortress—the
ruins of an ancient fortification
atop a mountain overlooking Split
and the Adriatic—is a must-visit

for Thrones fans and history buffs
alike. Over the course of an eventful
past that could fill a TV season, the
Knights Templar, the Mongols and
the Ottomans all fought real-life
battles here. And its hilltop perch
has the best views of Split, bar none.
Fresh seafood abounds in the
medieval maze of Old Town, whose
cafés and restaurants spill out onto
cobblestoned streets. You’ll also
find traditional restaurants, called
konobas, that serve Dalmatian
specialties, such as grilled fish
and brudet (seafood stew). Croatia
produces its own wine, but its grape
varietals, like the vowel-free grk, are
unfamiliar to most visitors. Get to
know them on the breezy rooftop
terrace at Paradox Wine & Cheese
Bar, where sommeliers pair local Pag
cheese with more than 100 Croatian
wines. –Vawn Himmelsbach
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JORDAN

ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS, NEW YORK

BHUTAN

Explore the pink sandstone city
of Petra, dine under the desert stars
in Wadi Rum and float effortlessly in
the Dead Sea. “We felt very safe.
People were happy that we’d come
to visit and proud to show us their
history, their culture, their food. And I
was overwhelmed by how beautiful the
country was.” –Ramsay Anderson

“I recently went to the Wild Center,
a great option for families wanting
interactive trails and different programs,
including canoeing. It was a five-minute
drive to the town of Tupper Lake,
which had antique shops and a few
neat restaurants. Saranac Lake was
only a 20-minute drive, with lots of
hiking trails.” –Katherina Khoury

A guided road trip through this
carbon-negative country opens
up Himalayan views and hiking
trails ranging from a climb to the
Tiger’s Nest, a cliff’s-edge
monastery, to a trek to Bumdra
High Camp. “Hardest hike I’ve done
yet. The views were stunning,
though!” –Katherina Khoury
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OFF THE BEATEN PATH
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GET PACKING

Kuelap

Stop dreaming and start planning an off-the-beaten-path trip
with a CAA Travel Professional. Visit your nearest
CAA Travel store, call CAA Travel at 1-800-267-8713 or
click to caaneo.ca/travel for more information.

PERU

Many visitors head to the
Peruvian Andes to see one thing
and one thing only: the ancient
Inca citadel of Machu Picchu.
That’s a shame, because the
mountain range is home to a
trove of stunning archaeological
sites, including Kuelap, a
towering fortress that predates
its famous southern neighbour
by almost a millennium.
Kuelap’s calling card is its
monumental walls, which
reach up to six storeys high.
Archaeologists say they
hold more stone than the
pyramids of Egypt. But perhaps
the biggest attraction is the
solitude. Nestled in the
cloud-covered forests of the
remote Amazonas region, Kuelap
saw 90 per cent fewer visitors
than Machu Picchu in 2018.
–Andrew Raven

24
MUMBAI
INDIA

Although New Delhi gets capital-city cred,
Mumbai remains India’s heartbeat. Marine Drive,
a three-kilometre promenade hugging the Arabian
Sea, is the spot to get swept up with locals relishing
the salty breeze. As dusk falls, the stretch sparkles
as it lights up, showing how it got its nickname:
the Queen’s Necklace. –Beverley Ann D’Cruz

No. 25
BERGEN, NORWAY
With about half the population of Oslo and central attractions that are completely doable on foot, Bergen has
a small size that belies its big charm. As Norway’s historic capital, Bergen boasts a heritage that’s incredibly well
preserved, from the wooden Bryggen district, built in the 12th century (and rebuilt after fires), to waterfront stalls
where fishermen have been hawking herring and tiny, sweet prawns for hundreds of years. For the best view in
town, catch the funicular up to Mount Floyen, one of seven iconic hills in the city centre. –Alyssa Schwartz
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L I V E YOU R A D V E N T U R E
i n a g a l a x y f a r , f a r a w a y.

Millennium Falcon: Smugglers Run
Take control of the fastest ship in the galaxy
xy on a thrilling mission.

Star Wars: Rise of the Resistance
Join the Resistance in an
a epic battle against the First Order!

NOW OPEN
Come live your very own Star Wars™ story in a whole
new land where a galaxy far, far away unfolds all
around you. Welcome to Star Wars: Galaxy’s Edge.
Wander the lively market, where you can build your own
droid and custom lightsaber† and sample the curious
concoctions of the local cantina. Then, gather your
crew and take control of the fastest hunk of junk in the
galaxy on Millennium Falcon: Smugglers Run.

Find yourself caught in an epic battle between the
Resistance and th
the First Order in Star Wars: Rise of
the Resistance—where the incoming laser fire of a
towering AT-AT is matched only by the red crackle of
Kylo Ren’s lightsaber.

†Purchase required. Reservations may be required.

Visit your CAA Travel Store or call 1-800-267-8713 today
to book your very own Walt Disney World vacation!

©Disney © & TM Lucasfilm Ltd.

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF BOUCLAIR
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insider: club news

BEHIND THE SCENES

CONNECT WITH US

Read about the recent ways that
CAA has been advocating for change

Exciting events and news from CAA North & East Ontario

Rights for Air Passengers

Nearly six months ago, the Government of Canada
announced the first phase of an air passenger
rights regime that includes compensation as high
as $2,400 for being bumped, more money for lost or
damaged baggage, and a requirement that airlines
provide travellers with clear communications
on their rights and how to claim them.
A second, bigger bundle of rights was introduced
on December 15, 2019. New protections
include cash compensation for long delays and
cancellations. In addition, airlines will be required
to rebook or refund travel that is delayed more than
three hours or cancelled. And airlines will now
be required to facilitate seating of children under
the age of 14 with their parent at no cost.
If an airline does not respond to a passenger’s
claim accordingly, travellers are encouraged to
visit the Canadian Transportation Agency at
airpassengerprotection.ca for more
information or to file a complaint.

T

HERE’S NO LONGER A

need to dig through your
glove compartment if
you’re asked to show proof of
insurance by a police officer.
Ontario has recently become
the latest province to allow drivers
to use electronic pink slips. It
joins Alberta, Nova Scotia, and
Newfoundland and Labrador as
provinces where motorists may
display their proof of insurance
electronically.
It’s a move that is welcomed by
CAA Insurance as the next step in
modernizing the Canadian auto
insurance industry.
“[The] announcement is the
type of innovation and convenience
that Ontarians are looking for
as the province explores ways to
modernize auto insurance,” says
Matthew Turack, president of
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CAA Insurance. “CAA looks forward
to working with [the Ontario
government] as they continue to
explore avenues to drive the auto
insurance industry ahead.”
In a recent survey conducted for
CAA Insurance, nearly two-thirds
of respondents expressed interest
in having access to electronic proof
of their auto insurance coverage.
Ontario motorists may now
show their proof of auto insurance
electronically on their smartphones,
as well as other devices. However,
CAA Insurance reminds motorists
that the requirements could be
different outside Ontario and in
the United States.
Drivers are encouraged to
contact their insurance provider
with any questions about proof
of auto insurance before driving
outside of the province.

Insurance Matters

In recent years, CAA Insurance has caught the
eye of motorists as they shop for auto insurance.
As early as 2011, the insurance provider was at
the forefront of innovation by introducing new
incentives for policyholders who install winter tires
on their vehicle—something that all insurance
companies must now offer. Last year, the company
introduced CAA MyPace, the first pay-as-you-go
auto insurance program of its kind in Canada, where
motorists can monitor how much they drive and
pay for insurance based on their mileage.
Find out more about CAA Insurance at
caaneo.ca/insurance/automobile-insurance.

Worst Roads

Potholes? Cracked pavement? Congestion?
It’s the end of winter, and our roads have definitely
seen better days. Voice your opinion in the
2020 Worst Roads campaign, CAA’s always-popular
annual survey used to improve the streets and
highways in the communities that we serve.
Find out more about this year’s campaign at
caaworstroads.com.
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Paperless Pink Slips

Don’t get
stranded.
A battery boost is just a temporary fix.
CAA’s Mobile Battery Service will deliver
and install a premium battery, wherever
and whenever you need it.
Find out if your battery
is ready for the worst of
conditions.
Book your appointment today:
1-800-222-4357. Visit:
caaneo.ca/automotive/
battery-service.
*Available in Ottawa, Thunder Bay, Sudbury and North Bay.

insider: rewards

SIX WAYS TO
GET THE MOST
FROM CAA
Are you making
the most of your
CAA Membership?

1.

Update your home
and email addresses
to ensure you receive
your complimentary
copy of CAA Magazine
and the latest
discounts from
CAA North & East
Ontario via
caaneo.ca/myaccount

or by calling
613-820-1890
or toll-free
1-844-252-3648.

2.

SPRING CLEANING STARTS NOW!
A new season has sprung, and what better way to usher it in than
with that annual activity—spring cleaning. For CAA Members, that means
getting your home and car in tip-top shape. You can save money
in the process with your CAA Membership card. Just think of it as
your key to unlocking spring savings, all season long!
CAR SAVINGS

HOME SAVINGS

Keep your CAA card
on your person,
ideally in your wallet,
so you can access
savings at thousands
of CAA Rewards®
partners. Get the
full list at
caarewards.ca/neo.

3.

Sign up for
CAA’s newsletters
for last-minute travel
deals, hot sales
announcements,
new partner offers
and so much more at
caaneo.ca/subscribe.

4.

Sign up for CAA
Express Renewal at

Save time and
money with
Tire Changers!
Save 10% on
seasonal tire
changes in Ottawa.
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Let NAPA Auto
Parts get you
back on the road
safely and with
peace of mind.
Save 10% on
retail-priced parts
and accessories.

Receive guaranteed
quality with Pirelli.
Earn 25
CAA Dollars®
on the purchase
of four eligible
Pirelli tires.

Shop at Stokes,
Canada’s leading
tableware,
kitchenware and
home decor store,
and save an
additional 5%
on your purchase.

Get all the
space you need
with PODS®!
Save 10%
on delivery
and storage.

Dulux Paints
is a leading brand
of premium-quality
paint. Refresh
your walls and more
and save 25%,
plus earn 3% in
CAA Dollars.

Refresh your home
with the latest
styles at the lowest
prices at Bouclair.
Save an extra 5%
on your purchase
in store and online.

Upgrade your home
with the latest tech
from The Source.
Save up to 20%
in store and online.

caaneo.ca/myaccount

to make sure
your Membership
never expires.

5.

Follow us on
Facebook

Trust the experts
at AMJ Campbell,
and earn 100
CAA Dollars
on out-of-province
and local moves.
Terms and conditions
apply. Partners and
offers subject to change
without notice. Visit
caarewards.ca/neo
for details.

(facebook.com/
CAANEO) and Twitter
(@CAANEO), and join
the conversation!

6.

Schedule a Mobile
Battery Test to
ensure your battery
is ready for winter.
If it isn’t, you can
buy one from us on
the spot! Visit
caaneo.ca/battery.

PHOTOGRAPHY ISTOCK.COM/GILAXIA

Speedy Glass
is the go-to
destination for
auto glass repair
and replacement.
Save 10% on
select windshield
replacements and
stone chip repairs.

CA A T R AV E L P R ES E N TS

All Aboard
the Allure of the Seas
N O V E M B E R 15 T O 2 2, 2 0 2 0
Join CAA Travel and Royal Caribbean Cruises as
you embark on the Allure of the Seas® through
the Western Caribbean. On an exciting sevenday cruise, you’ll depart from Miami on November
15, 2020 before experiencing the wonders of the
Caribbean: Haiti, Jamaica, and Mexico.
Book and personalize your cruise with a
CAA Travel Expert!

EXCLUSIVE CAA
MEMBER PRICING:

BOOK EARLY AND
RECEIVE A

Staterooms starting from

$75 ONBOARD CREDIT,

$979 per person.*

PER STATEROOM. ASK YOUR
CAA TRAVEL EXPERT FOR
DETAILS!*

HOW TO BOOK YOUR NEXT CRUISE:

Visit your CAA Travel store
Call 1-800-267-8713
Visit caaneo.ca

*Terms and conditions apply. Price is per person, based on double occupancy and includes $180
port charges and taxes. Prices are in Canadian dollars. $265 per person deposit payment at time
of booking. Final payment is due July 18, 2020. Prepaid gratuities available for $130.04 per person
and are subject to change without notice. All payments are non-refundable/ non-transferrable. Royal
Caribbean International is a cruise line, and reserves the right to impose a fuel supplement on all
guests if the price of West Texas Intermediate fuel exceeds $65.00 per barrel. The fuel supplement
for 1st and 2nd guests would be no more than $10 per guest, per day to a maximum of $140 per
cruise. Additional guests would be no more than $5 per person, per day, to a maximum of $70 per
cruise. Onboard stateroom credit of $75 is valid only on new bookings made before May 15, 2020.
Contact a CAA Travel Consultant for more details.

insider: insurance

The new year is a
good time to review
your auto insurance.
Get a complimentary policy
review to see if you have the right
coverage. Find out if you have:

• Forgive and Forget® plan to protect
your good driving record after your
first at-fault accident

• Complimentary CAA Tire
Coverage for bundling your home
and auto insurance

• Member-exclusive savings
CAA Auto Insurance offers
all this and so much more!

Pause
to Reflect

Five questions to ask as you kick off 2020
Now that the holidays have come and gone, it’s time to work on our

New Year’s resolutions. It’s also a chance to do a little soul searching and make
some life changes. Here are five things to consider at the start of the year.

Are you on trAck finAnciAlly?
How are your savings and
investments doing? If you have a
financial planner, schedule an annual
review to see if anything should be
adjusted. If you don’t, start putting
a small amount into a separate
account every month. It’s an easy
way to bump up your RRSP and/or
RESP contributions.

1-800-582-5013
caaneo.ca/insurance
Visit your CAA Store
(2417-12/19)
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is your Home in good sHApe?
Does anything need repairs? Do
the rugs need cleaning, walls need
painting or closets need organizing?
Science says an orderly living space
is good for your mental health.

How’s your HeAltH?

is your Auto insurAnce up to dAte?

If you’re a parent, you’ve likely made
sure your kids’ annual checkups are
up to date. What about your own?
Schedule appointments with your
eye doctor, dentist and family doctor
to keep on top of your health.

Have your driving habits changed?
If so, you may have too much or too
little coverage. Does your insurance
include benefits like protection
for your good driving record after
your first at-fault accident? Are you
getting lots of perks? An easy way
to check is to have a licensed
CAA Insurance agent give you a
quick, complimentary policy review.
CAA Members save on auto insurance,
so if you switch, you can check off
your resolution to save money.

Are you HAppy At work?

For a policy review:

months of the year are the best time
to job-hunt, since that’s when company
budgets and sales forecasts come out.

When workdays are busy, it’s easy to
lose track of whether you’re actually
happy. If you’re not happy, set some
career goals and polish up your
resume. Experts say the first few

Auto and Property Insurance and CAA Tire Coverage are underwritten by CAA Insurance Company.
To qualify for the discount, you must be a current CAA Member in good standing (CAA Membership dues paid
in full by membership expiry date). Eligible CAA Members may qualify to receive a Member Loyalty Discount
based on membership tenure and Roadside Assistance usage. ®Forgive and Forget is a trademark owned by
CAA Insurance Company. Certain conditions, limitations and underwriting guidelines apply.

illustration [woman] Cindy LubiniC; [iCons] freepik, smashiCon, veCtors market from fLatiCon

We provide
back-countryroads-lead-tounforgettableadventures
coverage.

insider: insurance
Additional options include
Comprehensive Water
Coverage for water damage
up to the agreed coverage
limit; Home Equipment
Breakdown2 for unexpected
mechanical, electrical or
pressure system breakdowns
and Service Line Coverage2
for losses from damage or
failure in the service lines
that run from the street to
your home. Legal Expense
Insurance3 is included at no
additional cost as part of a
CAA Home Insurance policy.
2. Does CAA provide
more types of coverage
or offer better rates
than other providers?

INSURANCE
FROM THE INSIDE
We asked CAA’s home and
auto insurance experts for their insights.
Here’s what they had to say.
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1. What are the basics of
insurance policies that
everyone should know?

To legally drive in Ontario,
auto insurance policies must
include coverage for at least
$200,000 in Third-Party
Liability, Accident Benefits,
Uninsured Motorists and
Direct Compensation
Property Damage. Drivers
can also purchase optional
coverage for loss or damage
to their vehicle, such as
Collision or Comprehensive,
or optional endorsements,
like Loss of Use.
The two main aspects
of home insurance coverage

are Property and Liability.
Property insurance
includes your house and
any detached structures
on your premises. Personal
items for you and your
family members could be
covered if they’re damaged
at home or temporarily
away from your home.
Home Liability coverage is
included with every CAA
Home Insurance1 policy.
It protects you and your
family if you’re found
legally responsible for
unintentional injuries to
other people or damage
to their property.

Since 1974, CAA Insurance
has provided Canadians
with great coverage,
outstanding claims services
and competitive rates on
auto and property insurance.
CAA insurance agents take
pride in offering innovative
coverage and programs to
fit customers’ needs. Plus,
bundling your auto and
home insurance with CAA
can save you up to 12.5% on
home insurance and 5% on
auto insurance.4 Bundling will
also get you complimentary
CAA Tire Coverage.1
3. How does the claim
process work?

We work with you
throughout the entire
claim process—from initial
response through final
resolution—to provide fast,
caring service and to settle
your claim. In the event of
a claim, if it’s an emergency,
call us right away at
1-877-222-1717. You can also
submit a claim online at
caainsurancecompany.com/
make-a-claim.

4. What’s the easiest way
to reduce home and auto
insurance premiums?

One way to reduce rates is to
review your policy with one
of our licensed insurance
agents, who will provide a
complete review of coverage
and discounts.
CAA Insurance also
offers great savings and
perks such as Forgive and
Forget® protection plans
and complimentary CAA
Tire Coverage for bundling
auto and home insurance.
Maintaining a claims-free
record can also help to keep
premiums low. Last but not
least, CAA Members save 10%
on CAA Home Insurance.4
5. When and how should
home and car owners get
a policy review?

The best time for a policy
review is when you receive
your renewal paperwork
from your current carrier.
Visit your local CAA Store or
call to talk with a licensed
agent who can provide a
no-obligation quote.

Have more insurance
questions? Visit a CAA Store
or call 1-877-222-1717.
®CAA trademarks are owned by, and
use is authorized by, the Canadian
Automobile Association.
®Forgive and Forget is a trademark
owned by CAA Insurance Company.
1 Auto & Property Insurance and
CAA Tire Coverage are underwritten
by CAA Insurance Company.
2 Underwritten by CAA Insurance
Company, claims administered by
Mutual Boiler Re.
3 DAS acts as the insurance manager
for CAA Legal Coverage and CAA Legal
Plus Coverage and has the authority to
administer claims.
CAA Legal Coverage is included on
home policies. Please see policy
wordings for coverage details.
Coverage is subject to terms, conditions
and exclusions for the Legal Expense
Insurance policy.
4 Subject to certain conditions and
approvals. Underwriting eligibility
rules apply.
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member story
.

SETTING SAIL

This CAA contest winner took the cruise of a lifetime—and
now sees her CAA Membership a little differently
words by JACQUELINE KOVACS illustration by STEVE SCOTT

Gillian Burman doesn’t usually
enter contests, but in summer
2018, when she saw CAA’s 115 Trip
of a Lifetime contest on Facebook,
she decided to give it a whirl. “You
just had to watch videos and enter
a keyword, so I did,” she says. “I
didn’t think much of it after that.”
That changed after a
November call from CAA, telling
her she had won a travel voucher
for $11,500. Suddenly Burman
was working with Oakville CAA
Travel Expert Lisa Mlodozenec,
who helped her plan and book a
cruise on the Celebrity Infinity
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and a tour of Rome for herself,
her wife, Kim Bildfell, and their
son, Jeremy Burman-Bildfell, 11.
“Lisa’s knowledge base was
fabulous,” Burman says. “She
helped us plan excursions with
Jeremy in mind and helped
us choose a boat that was less
expensive than what we thought.”
The trio travelled for 10 days,
from late June through early
July last year, and enjoyed every
minute. “Everything stood out,”
Burman says. “Rome was
just fabulous, with ruins so
concentrated—everywhere you

turn. And I loved waking up on
the ship and seeing different
scenery every day.”
Burman is also seeing CAA in
a new way. “I had never booked
a trip through CAA, but I would
definitely consider doing that
again,” she says. “I’ve got the CAA
app on my phone now and I use
my membership to buy movie
tickets, too. I now understand
better the value of membership.”

Have a great CAA story to tell? Send
it to us at caamagazine@caasco.ca
and you could be featured in an
upcoming issue!

MEMBER

GILLIAN BURMAN
FROM

OAKVILLE, ONT.
MEMBER SINCE

2010

Here is our 2020
colour of the year.

Chinese Porcelain DLX1160-6

Find what inspires
you, and we’ll
match that, too.

With a CAA Membership, get 25% off any Dulux manufactured
product, plus earn 3% in CAA Dollars® when you swipe
your CAA card at your Dulux Paints store.
© 2020 PPG Industries Inc.
Visit Dulux.ca/CAA for more details.

Born in the wild.

Born to be wild.

G.O.O. A.T.
GREATEST OUTBACK OF ALL TIME
When it comes to capability, the all-new 2020 Subaru Outback is a
force to be reckoned with. In fact, it’s our most agile, advanced and
adventurous Outback ever. Well-equipped with standard Symmetrical
Full-Time All-Wheel Drive, X-MODE®, available turbo BOXER® engine,
and generous ground clearance, the 2020 Subaru Outback can
go places that would impress even the boldest mountain goat.

EyeSight® is a driver-assist system, which may not operate optimally under all driving conditions. The driver is always responsible for safe and attentive driving. System effectiveness
depends on many factors such as vehicle maintenance, and weather and road conditions. See Owner’s Manual for complete details on system operation and limitations.
The DriverFocusTM Distraction Mitigation System is a driver recognition technology designed to alert drivers if their attention to the road wavers or if the driver’s face appears
to turn away. The driver is always responsible for safe and attentive driving. System effectiveness may be affected by articles of clothing worn on the head or face. Trailer brakes
may be needed. Some safety features, including X-MODE®, Blind-Spot Detection and Rear Cross-Traffic Alert, may not function properly when towing. See your retailer for details.
See Owner’s Manual for complete details on system operation and limitations. Outback and Subaru are registered trademarks.

